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USG elects new committee chairs
By Jason Maione
THE 6C NEWS

The USG finalized its rosier
yesterday by holding committee
chair elections.
In the six committee chair
races, four USG members ran
unopposed: Brian Small for the
Finance chair, Lori Moser for the
Internal Affairs committee chair,
Caroline
Kelly
for
the
Organizational Liaison chair, and

Uwins
Recycle
Mania
contest
By Dan Nied
IHE BC NEWS

Craig Wittig is happy that the
full page ad he's taking out in
The BG News next week is
optional.
Wittig, the University recycling coordinator since 1994, is
the central figure in Recycle
Mania, a 10-week, four-school
recycling competition that
ended last week with Bow'ung
Green beating Miami, Ohio and
Harvard to take the crown
for 2002.
The losers all had to take out
a full-page ad in their respective
student newspapers congratulating the winner. But Wittig
decided that he would take out
an add in the news even though
Bowling Green won.
"The purpose of the competition was to promote recycling"
Wittig said. "So we decided to
take out an ad anyway."
The contest was measured in
pounds of recycled material per
on-campus resident, so school
size is not a factor. Bowling
Green had the least number of
residence halls with eight, yet
managed to barely edge out
Ohio by averaging 48 pounds
per student. Ohio turned in
46.6, Miami was third with 45.7
and Harvard brought up the
rear with 35.1.
Wittig said he thinks
Harvard's troubles came in
Massachusetts' five cent return
policy for aluminum cans.
He also said that the competition was a success because it
helped promote recycling at the
University.
"We're real happy that we
won and especially being the
first year," he said. "The goal
was to promote recycling, and
we'vtjfcotten a lot of coverage."
Rettcle Mania started last
year when Miami and Ohio
competed, Miami won and the
contest expanded to include
Bowling Green and Harvard
this tear. Next year, Wittig
expeofc the competition to at
least iouble in size again as
Ohio (State, Minnesota and
Colorido are among some of
the schools that have already
RECYCLE MANIA. PAGE 2

RECYCLE MANIA
RESULTS
1ST PLACE: U, with 48
pounds per on campus
student.
2ND PLACE: Ohio U.. with
46(6 pounds per on campus
student.
3RD PLACE: Miami U, with
45.7 pounds per on campus
student.
4T1 PUCE: Harvard, with
35 a pounds per on campus
stutenL

Joel Freimark for the Student
Welfare chair.
In the other races, Doug
Dunkle and Catnap Elite faced
each other for the Academic
Affairs chair, while Matthew
Lyons and Caroline Kelly faced
each other for the Rules and
Procedures chair.
Each student was given an
opportunity to speak, while his or

her opponent left the room.
In Academic Affairs, Dunkle
was unable to attend yesterday's
meeting Elite was able to speak
unopposed.
"When I went to my first
Academic Affairs meeting, I realized this is what I want to do,"
Elite said.
As Elite left the room, other
senators spoke in Dunce's

absence
"Doug is really dedicated," said
Brian Small. "He was like Brian
Saxon's right hand man during
many previous Academic Affairs
meetings."
In the Rules and Procedures
race, Matthew Lyons spoke of
dedication to USG committees.
"1 would like to see a better
attendance in USG committees,"

Lyons said. "It's part of our obligation as USG senators to put in our
time at committees. I believe if
you can't fully commit to a committee, than this is something
you should not be doing."
Caroline Kelly spoke of the
possibility of creating a co-chair
to the Rules and Procedures committee.
"If the chair is sick or unable to

attend the meeting, then the cochair could go in their place,"
Kelly said.
The votes were cast, and the
senators stood in wait as the
Senate Speaker and Secretary
counted the ballots. Matthew
Lyons became the Rules and
Procedures Chair while Doug
Dunkle became the Academic
Affairs chair.

Greeks race trikes for charity
BySeanSufcvan
IHE BG news

Last Sunday, after a three-year
hiatus, the Kappa Sigma's joined
forces with the Chi Omegas to
hold Tricycle Races and end
Greek Week on a high note, with
the money raised through the
philanthropy going to benefit the
American Cancer Society.
Fraternities and sororities met
at the Field House parking lot to
watch their members race tricycles through an arduous obstacle
course. Contestants in the races
were required to chug a pop on
their tricycle, make a pizza,
weave in and out of orange cones
and endure com flower being
dumped on their heads as they
rode towards the finish line. The
first contestant to cross the finish
line still riding their ti ike won.
The Kappa Sigmas and Chi
Omegas provided music that
kept the crowd electrified, as well
as giving moral and vocal support by acting as coaches for the
fraternities and sororities.
"The Kappa Sigs picked us up
from our sorority house and
walked with us over to the races,"
said Ann Senne, a Pi Phi trike
racer. "Not only did they organize
a great event, they went the extra
mile by picking us up at our
house. That is what I call gentlemen."
Although it was a cold and
windy day, the Kappa Sigma's
and the Chi Omega's didn't let the
weather damper the fund raiser.
"It was pretty windy during the
races and not the warmest out,
but the races were for a good
cause, so we just kind of used
that as are incentive to keep it
going," said Darin Drake, a
Kappa Sigma.
The weather didn't stop the
contestants from giving their
maximum effort either.
"The enthusiasm was definite-

Photo PIMM
ON YOUR MARK: Participants in the trike races get ready to take off.

ly apparent," said Amanda
Helppia, a Chi Omega "One of
the racers tried so hard he ended
up breaking the trike"
While some had a hard time
staying on their trikes, others had
just as hard of a time staying oh
the course.

"The races were a lot tougher
than I thought they were going to
be," said Lindsey Schuster, a
Kappa Kappa Gamma. "When
they dumped flower on my head
1 couldn't see where I was going
and almost rode into a table. It
was a lot of fun though."

The Alpha Sigma Phi's and
Gamma Phi Beta's proved to be
victorious, while everyone who
helped make the races possible
felt like the real winners.
"We had a real fun time working with the Kappn Sigma's," said
Anne Suntala, a Chi Omega.

Internets comes to University
The high-speed
research network
will be installed and
tested by fall.

ByJsflAmett
THE BE NEWS

The Lntemet2 is the future of
the Internet—a high-speed network that can handle up to 2.4
gigabits (billions of bits) per second and can provide next-generation capabilities like remote
instruction and tele-immersion,
a virtual reality equivalent of
teleconferencing
The University is part of the
Intemet2 community, which
currently includes 190 universities, and by the summer it will be

connected to the Intemet2 network.
"We're in the very first stages,"
said G. Comer Duncan, a
physics professor at the
University. "The money was
approved and started to flow
Jan. 1."
The Intemet2 is, right now, is
used solely for academic and
industrial research, though it is
being designed to provide-the
backbone and vision for the
Internet of the future. Duncan
received a $150,000, two-year
grant from the National Science
Foundation (NSF) for the
University to connect to the
Intemet2. The University also
committed $244,600 to the
project.
"The plan is that this term
they're trying to get it done,"
Duncan said. "I'm probably
going to be using it this summer,

and once we determine that it's
working we'll try to publicize it
more."
Duncan said he was the one
who wrote the grant application
because his research would
directly benefit from it. He studies the formation black holes
and the nearly light-speed jets of
gas that flow from some galaxies. To simulate these, he uses a
cluster of computers at the Ohio
Supercomputer Center in
Columbus. In the past, he would
have to run the simulations, wait
for them to finish, and then log
on afterward and download
humongous files to see his
results.
But now that the University is
part of Intemet2, he will be able
to, in effect, use the OSC computers as if he were there.
"1 can do remote supercomputing, and I can do interactive

supercomputing," Duncan said,
"and that's whan, new."
When Duncan runs a simulation of super-fssl gas jets
streaming out of the center of a
galaxy, he'll be able\to tweak it
and actually steer along the
physical system as it's being gen erated.
"This allows me maximum
flexibility as a scientist, since 1
will be able to follow my intuition about what needs more
attention," Duncan said.
But doing physics research
won't be Duncan's only job with
the Lntemet2. Once everything
is installed, the University will
have 45 megabits per second of
bandwidth
available
for
research through Intemet2, in
addition to the bandwidth the
University already has for
INTERNET, PAGE 2

"They provided a lot of enthusiasm for the event."
"I thought it went really well,"
said Craig Murray, a Kappa
Sigma. "Out goal is to work with
the Chi Omega's on how we can
make the races even bigger and
better next year."

BG NEWS
BRIEFING
Panel holds talk
on Factory Farms
Sick of showering in cloudy
water? A few organizations
know how you feel.
"Poopy Waters" is a Wood
County factory farm panel
discussion being held tonight
at 7:30 in 111 Olscamp Hall
to discuss the development
of at least four factory dairy
farms coming to Bowling
Green.
The discussion is being
sponsored by People for a
Sustainable Community and
Wood County Citizens
opposed to Factory Farming.
On the panel will be Susan
Studer, of the Ohio.
Fjivironmental Council,
Matthew Baungardncr,
Family Farm Rep., and other
community members.

I
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Wittig cites
hall staff
cooperation
for win

Nearly 3,000 chocolate workers strike
By Gtoffe RIM

ing inventory and cash reserves
in case of a walkout.
Contract
talks between
Hershey and the Chocolate
Workers Local 464 broke off
Wednesday over health care and
wages. No new talks were scheduled.
The labor stoppage is the fifth
in the candymakers 97-year history. The last strike by members
ol the union local was a threeweek walkout in 1980.

ASSOCIATED PRESS WRITER

HERSHEY, Pa. — Nearly 3,000
Hershey Foods Corp. chocolate
workers wen! on strike Friday at
the nation's largest candy maker,
disrupting production of chocolate bars, Kisses and other treats.
The strike affects one-fifth of
the work force at Hershey Foods,
but the company said it would
not interrupt service to its customers. Hershey has been build-

Strikers lined both sides of
Chocolate Avenue, and truckers
honked their horns in a noisy
display of solidarity.
"This company's making
money hand over fist and there's
no reason it can't be shared," said
Frankleen Gibson, who works on
company air conditioning units.
"We're ready and we're going to
stand tough. We're not going
back in a week or two"
The strike affects only two of

the company's three factories in
Hershey.
The two factories make such
treats as chocolate bars,
Hersheys Kisses and chocolate
eggs. Many of those products are
also made at the company's 12
other plants in the United States,
spokeswoman Christine Dugan
said.
Hershey's Chocolate World
Visitors' Center, which provides a

tour of a simulated factory and
includes a souvenir shop, was
not affected.
The workers make an average
of about $18 an hour.
Under an offer rejected by the
workers earlier this month, they
would get raises of around 2.6
percent to 2.8 percent each year
for four years, and health insurance contributions would rise
from 6 percent to 12 percent.

RECYCLE MANIA. FROM PAGE 1

expressed interest.
Wittig gave credit to the custodial staff of the residence halls
and other resident hall staff
members.
"They did a lot for us," he
said. The hall staff made some
flyers for us and helped publicize the competition among the
halls. Once they came on board
we really took off."
After coming in second the
first week of the 10-week contest, Bowling Green took the
lead for good after the second
week.

Prof to investigate possibilities, limits of Internet2
INTERNET, FROM PAGE 1

regular Internet traffic.
Whether all of the Lntemet2
bandwidth will be usable for
research is uncertain.
Duncan said there may be
conflicts within the University's
network The Internet runs on
its own networks, but inside the
University everyone uses the
same one.
"A question is, can you segregate Internet 1 and Intemet2 traf-

fic?" Duncan said. "It would be
easiest if you could have a separate network... but the fact is we
use the same fiber for both."
Duncan said he expects
Intemet2 traffic to run well.
"Generally we think the
lntemet2 traffic is going to be
good, but just how good we'll tell
the NSF when it's done," he said.
"The question is, are you going to
get 80 percent of that? Ninety
percent of that?"
Another potential issue is how

Did yoci know...

many faculty can use it. While
Intemet2 connections are much
faster, the applications that use it
are much larger. Duncan said his
work could use 30 megabits per
second, which by itself would
take up 2/3 of the University's
Intemet2 bandwidth. However,
he wouldn't be using that continuously, so there will be room for
other faculty to use it.
"Once we get this up and running ... my job, as the principal
investigator, is to spread the

An ostrich egg would take foar
hours to hard boil!/

<J>M Phi Mu <DM Phi Mu <t>M Phi Mu <J>M

Congratulations t«
OOP IMCUJ Inits!

Lindsay Bell
IMiki Bushway
Meredith Geakley
Larissa Hanehuck
Hilary Herner
Megan Sisley

word," Duncan said. "I'm hoping
by the end of fall we'll have some
people other than me (using it)."
And he said it remains to be
seen how many can use the
lntemet2 at the University. His
goal is for other faculty to use it,
but how and when they use it will
be the issue. "We don't know if
it'll be 10 people... 50 people."
Even the Internet2 isn't fast
enough to do everything people
would like. Duncan mentioned
that it's not fast enough for high-

quality video
The Internet, before the World
Wide Web became popular, was
also a research network. And
when it eventually opens up to
the rest of the Internet, the
Intemet2 will probably get flooded with people, too
Then there will be something
like the Intemet3," Duncan said.
"When that happens will depend
on funding."
Related websites:
www.intemet2.edu
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Did you know...97% of the world's water is in the ocean!

SUMMERentals
We have Rooms in a Rooming House,
One Bedroom Apartments and Efficiencies
that are furnished/unfurnished
available for summer only.
Prices at $600.00 to $700.00
for the WHOLE SUMMER!
Deposits $200.00
IOIIN NEWI.OVE
REAL ESTATE INC KIM Ai OFFICE

Ask about
specials
for students

$95/year for
Unlimited Internet Access
includes email access and 10MB of space
for a personal website
Call us for more information
419-354-6013
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High Speed Access available in BG

BE THE ENVY OF YOUR FRIENDS
Summer Work
$12.67 base-appt.
"'GUARANTEED PAY"*
APPLY NOW,
START NOW OR
AFTER FINALS

WE'RE THE ENVY OF THE NEIGHBORHOOD!
Leased by the Bedroom - As
Low as $325 a Month!

♦

Huge 24 Hour Fitness Center!

♦

24 Hour State of the Art
Computer Center!
24 Hour Gameroom With
Pool Table!
All New Appliances Including
Microwave.Dishwasher &
Ice Maker!

Leases Available May to May
and August to August!

♦

Full Size Washer and Dryer
in Every Apartment!

♦

24 Hour Emergency
Maintenance!
Resort Style Pool With
Hot Tub!

BGSU
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♦

Basketball and Sand
Volleyball Courts!

353 5100

1
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706 NAPOLEON HO.

Mon-Fri . . . 9-6
Sat
10-5
Sun
1-5

• No exp. nee. - We train.
• No telemarketing/ no door to door
• Excellent Resume' builder
• Scholarship/lntems/Co-ops
• Conditions apply- must be 18+
• No experience needed, we train
• Cust. Service/Sales
Call 9:00am-6:00pm
East Cleveland 216-797-1223
Rocky River 440- 333-3888
Boardman 330-729-0969
Dayton 937-436-3580
Sandusky 419-621-5506
Cincinnati 513-870-9990
Newark 740-366-6993
East Columbus 614-868-1479
Canton 330-494-5269
Akron 330-836-2220
Columbus 614-451-2748
Toledo 419-874-1327
Ashtabula 440-997-5565
Mansfield 419-756-1404
Parkersburg, WV 740-423-7340
Lima 419-229-6000
w
Strongsville/ Parma 440-888-9790

Visit workforstudents.com/

STATE
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State stepping up
investigation of
computer misuse
puter program.
The Columbus woman,
COLUMBUS — As pan of a accused of getting information
crackdown on computer misuse, for an inmate at the Franklin
the state has investigated at least County Corrections Facility,
15 current and former public pleaded guilty to the charges and
employees, including three state was sentenced to probation.
Of the open cases, an AP review
workers who kept nude pictures
of teen-age girls on their comput- of search warrants filed in
ers, The Associated Press has Franklin County Municipal Court
showed that the patrol seized
learned.
The state is doing more investi- state and personal computers in
gations of workers since three cases between December
December 1999 when the and April after investigators
Department of Administrative reported finding pornographic
Services, the state's human photos of minors on them.
No charges have been filed.
resources agency, directed agencies to draft policies that employ- However, the three former workees should use computers only ers could be charged with pandering obscenity involving a
for state-related work.
State agency investigators say minor, the state's child pornograthey now often review allegations phy law, because the girls were
of computer misuse but they rum under age 18.
The AP has chosen not to idenover cases to the State Highway
Patrol only when criminal actions tify the suspects because they
might have occurred. Most of the have not been charged.
In the most recent case, a 53cases involve employees accused
of tampering with computerized year-old Columbus man who
records and using computers for worked in the Ohio Department
of Transportation resigned on
unauthorized purposes.
Ben Piscitelli,
a
DAS April 1, the same day patrol invesspokesman, said the state needed tigators interviewed him and
the policies as more public searched his office and home.
employees came to rely on the
The man admitted using his
Internet to do their jobs.
work computer to meet high
The patrol has investigated school girls in Ohio and elsepossible criminal cases in the where in Internet chat rooms,
departments of Mental Health, and asking those he met to send
Public Safety, Transportation, him nude photos, which he kept
Rehabilitation and Correction, on the computer, according to
Bureau
of
Workers' search warrants.
Compensation
and
the
Last fall, a 53-year-old internal
Rehabilitation
Services auditor in the Ohio Department
Commission.
of Commerce was fired after one
"As we continue to become of the agency's computer technimore technology-based, the cians found during a routine softnumber of employees has grown ware upgrade of the man's comthat need the use of the Internet puter, that he had visited Internet
and that increases the potential sites that included pornography
for abuse in any agency," said Lt. and child pornography. The man
Gary Lewis, the
patrol's also kept on the computer, phospokesman.
tos of 15-, 16-, and 17-year-old
Of the eight closed cases, no girls, a search warrant filed in
criminal wrongdoing was found December said.
in six and charges were brought
"The investigation was not only
in two.
because of the nature of the
In one, an employee in the material but also because of the
Fairfield office of the Bureau of sheer volume of time this
Workers' Compensation was employee had taken away from
charged with tampering with work," said Bill Teets, a
records and other crimes for Commerce
Department
using a computer in March 2000 spokesman.
to fraudulently award herself an
And in January, computer tech$11,000 disability claim. The nicians in the Department of
Hamilton woman pleaded guilty Natural Resources were fixing a
to reduced charges and was sen- computer when they found pictenced to probation.
tures of teen-age girls on a
The patrol filed charges of theft machine that had been used by a
in office, unauthorized used of seasonal employee who worked
property and bribery in May 2001 at the East Fork State Park in
against a Department of Public Clermont County last summer.
Safety employee accused of runAndy Ware,
an ODNR
ning personal information spokesman, said the man was no
through a confidential law longer employed with the state
enforcement information com- when the material was found.
ByUzSMoti

THE ASSOCIATE PRESS

High court refuses
banishment review
ByAnneGearan
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

WASHINGTON
—
The
Supreme Court refused yesterday
to enter a constitutional debate
over the policy of banishing drug
dealers or other criminals from
neighborhoods with severe drug
and crime problems.
The court did not comment in
rejecting an appeal from authorities in Cincinnati. The city tried to
ban drug criminals from the
crime- and drug-plagued Overthe-Rhine neighborhood, but the
policy was declared unconstitutional in state and federal courts.
The issue may return to the
high court soon, however.
Challenges to "drug-free zones"
are still working their way
through lower courts.
Cincinnati's 1996 law drew figurative lines around drug-infested neighborhoods. People arrested or convicted on drug charges
could be banned from the outlined neighborhood for a year or
more, or face arrest if they were
caught in their old haunts.
The city claims the policy targeted repeat criminals and
helped cut down on drug crime.
Cincinnati stopped enforcing the
law after a federal court declared
it unconstitutional in 2000.
Last year, the state's highest
court issued a similar ruling.
"This was an invaluable tool
that our police used to protect the
citizens of Over-me-Rhine. It prevented drug dealers and pimps
from preying on the community,"
Phil Heimlich, a former

Cincinnati City Council member
who introduced the ordinance,
said yesterday.
Heimlich, a Republican and
former assistant county prosecutor now running for Hamilton
County commissioner, said the
law was designed to keep criminals from coming into the neighborhood and making crime problems worse.
Scott Greenwood, a lawyer for
the American Civil Liberties
Union, said he wasn't surprised
that the U.S. Supreme Court
declined to hear the case, in light
of the prior court rulings rejecting
the ordinance. The ACLU's separate challenge to the ordinance
resulted in U.S. District Judge
Susan Dion's January 2000 ruling
striking down the law and led to
the city's decision to stop enforcing the law.
The Ohio Supreme Court
found that banishing someone
violated a constitutionally protected right to traveL The court
also said banishment amounts to
double punishment, since it
imposed an additional restriction
on a convict beyond his regular
sentence or fine.
"A person subject to the exclusion ordinance may not enter a
drug-exclusion zone to speak
with counsel, to visit family, to
attend church, to receive emergency medical care, to go to a grocery store, or just stand on a street
comer and look at a blue sky,"
Ohio Chief Justice Thomas Moyer
wrote.

Extends Enormous Gratitude
and Appreciation to

2001/2002
SPRINGBOARD
COACHES
for
their amazing job of coaching first-year students in
Springboard. Please join us in commending these
fine people for their hard work and dedication.
Megan M. Adams
Jessie L. Ahlschlager
Rana Al-Jiboury
Tameka K. Alexander
Jessica L. Allen
Joe L. Alls
Joedor Amara-Bangali
Natalie M. Antonick
Chad Argotsinger
Marissa M. Artar
Galen I. Ash*
Andrew T. Asmo
Jason Aviha
Janee' L. Ayers
Amy E. Bair
D'Monn T. Baker
David S. Bamburowski
Arianna M. Banks
Jeremy C. Banks
Normea S. Banner
Kelly A. Barneclo
Scott W. Bateson
Brandon K. Baumann
David Bautista
Aaron L. Baxter
William D. Baxter
Anika C. Baylor
Kimberly Marie Beiting
Bryan J. Benner"
Jessica E. Benton
Jiii M. Bergman
Nicole Betschman
Brian A. Bickley
Michael A. Biscardi
Gary D. Bishop
Erin J. Blohm
Rachel K. Bloom
Marissa M. Boes
Abby L. Bollenbacher
Nicholas S. Bond
Jessica L. Booth
Deborah Bom
Phillip O. Bossie
Katie L. Bowers
Tyran A. K. Boyd
Holly A. Braden
Andria Pora Braswell
Jennifer A. Braun
Adam Brigham.
Amber Lynne Brockway
Ana Brown
Jackie Brown
Courtney L. Browning
Todd W. Buck
Sarah M. Buckner
Elizabeth M. Burlage
Nicole Bushway
Leslie L. Bycz
William C. Byrd
Jenifer S. Call
Meredith R. Campbell
Kathy T. Caperna
Allison M. Carr
Heather L. Carr
Randi A. Carter
Tricia A. Cary
Douglas M. Cattran
Bridget R. Cavanaugh
Teena M. Cavanaugh
Christine Celestino-Boes*
James C. Chamberlain
Bradley B. Chambers
Austin L. Chapin
Anne E. Clark
Renee Clark
Jane D. Clinard
Erin Coakley
Kristin M. Colella
Jenniler M. Condon
Brad Michael Conner
Rebecca S. Conners
Caitlin J. Cooper
John A. Cope
Farrah N. Couch
Erica M. Coudriet
Laura A. Coufalik
Kelly A. Courier
Josh Coy
Nicole K. Craven
Peter Cromly
David Crooks'
Merce' L. Culp
Craig Alan Cupps
Thomas N. Davies
Shannon DeMarco
Heather E. Denlinger
Beth A. Dennis
Cassandra K. Denniss
Kathryn A. Dettmer
Daymien L. DeVaughn
Jennifer E. Dixon
Libby A. Dixon
David A. Dorich
Michael Drane

Julie A. Dutkowski
Richard James Edmonds
Karen A. Elder
Jessica Ellinger
Stacie L. Enriquez
Quyrus I. Epps
Heidi S. Ertel
German Espinosa
Stephanie K. Evans
Suzanne Fahrer
Beth A. Feehan
Irma L. Ferguson
Megan J. Fields
Candice D. Fisher
Gregory J. Fisher
Kurtis A. Foriska
Jasmine M. Forrester
Adam Friend
Jacqueline M. Gallo
Kristin H. Gamby
Michael A. Garcia
Michele N. Gault
Gregory B. Gaver
Daniel E. Gedney
Lisa M. Gidich
Lori A. Goetz
Lauren J. Golden
Joshua R. Goldman
Nick Gorant
Warren A. Gordon
Jessie L. Gray
Katharine M. Gray
Cole B. Gnggs
Jon J. Grossman
Jamie Lee Groves
Kevin M. Gutekunst
Nilisha C. Guy
Lee Haker
Milt Hakel*
John Paul Hammond
Kristi L. Hamrick
Melissa J. Haney
Kyle M. Hanna
Johnathon F. Harrell
Heather L. Harrigan
Christopher R. Hassel
Shelita C. Hayden
Bryan Hayes
Gregory T. Hazen
Nichole R. Hedrick
Sarah C. Helm
Christine N. Hensley
Dawn Hentges'
Michael S. Hevel
Amanda M. Heydinger
Ruth A. Highlander
Donald P. Hill
Heather Renee Hill
Jeffrey Hindenach
Austin Issac Holman *
Nicole M. Holoka
Brie C. Huber
Heath Huber
Tracy L. Hudson
McKenzie K.C. Hugi
Sara E. Huntsman
Joe B. Hurst
Chrissy A. Hutchent
Ivy L. Ickes
James Jackson"
LaKeisha N. Jackson
Sally E. Jackson
Jennifer L. Jamison
Jenoa A. Jeffers
Melissa A. Jenkins
Kylie L. Jennings
Neal G. Jesse
Stephanie G. Jesse
Barbara J. Johnson
Sherry L. Johnson
Stephanie K. Johnson
Cindy L. Johnston
Kimberly Ann Jordan
Laurie K. Jordan
Kristin Kaitschuck
Kellie K. Kalus
Kelly L. Karaffa
Scott J. Kazura
Meredith J. Kelch
Steve N. Kendall
Meghann L. Kennedy
John S. Kilmer
Corey J. King
Jenniler L. Klane
Alan Jay Klausner
Douglas J. Klein
Florence A. Klopfenstein"
Brian J. Klopp
Kristi L. Knapp
JoAnn Kroll"
Lesleigh J. Kulka
Karmen Marie Kynard
Christopher J. Lalak
Alicia L. Lamb

Stephanie A. Lanese
Bobby R. Larkin
Lisa LaRosa
Matthew A. Lauer
Brandon K. Lawlor
Tonya J. Lawrence
John C. Learned
Nathan A. Leber
Matthew G. Lee
John K. Lester
Chuck Lewis*
Julia M. Libster
Bridget Elizabeth Liette
Kelly Liggon
Chelsea L. Linzey
Jerry Liss"
Nicole M. Lloyd
Alissa Lofredo
Linda J.B. Lomasky
Paul G. Lopez
Matt R. Louder
Michelle A. Love
Michele L. Lovell
Tasha S. Lynum
Lauren Anne Mackowiak
Kimberly A. Maddron
Deb Magrum*
Robyn M. Mahmet
Christy M. Maire
Jennifer Lynn Manuel
Jeffrey T. Marko
Sarah R. Marko
Sasha L. Martin
Heidi Marie Masters
Dathan L. Matesick
Gloria Mathiesen
Julie D. Mawhorr
Natoshia T. McComas
Heather A. McCoy
ENie McCreery
Robert J. McCreery
Michael A. McGettrik
Jonathan A. McGrew
Claire McGuIrk
Keith D. McLeod
Sandra J. Mencer
Michael E. Mendlovic
Gloria Rachael Merwin
Charles A. Metz
Carol A. Meyer
Lindsay J. Miller
Ronald A. Miller
Scott L. Milelr
Julie Christa Mills
Eric W. Miscuda
Andrew C. Mizsak
Kimberly J. Moden
Dani R. Moler
Angela H. Molina
Alice L. Moore
Joseph M. Morgan
Sharon A. Morgart
Maggie S. Mortimer
Glenellyn Kae Naber
Jennifer E. Nagel
Mitsu Narui
Danielle M. Near
Kevin Netter
Katherine L. Newcomer
Linda Newman*
Maqqie Nice

Elizabeth L. Raimer
Kumaraguru Raja
Kathryn L. Rawlings
Saurabh Raye
Michael C. Recchiuti
Terry C. Reed
Trisha L. Reed
Lindsay M. Reiter
George E. Rice III
J.J. Riley
David Ritchie
Kay L Robinson
Connie Rodriguez
Renee T. Rosemeier
Connie D. Ruhl-Smith
Shondra A. Russell
Linnzi N. Rust
Ian Cooper Rutledge
Cory J. Ryan
Kirsten C. Sales
Joseph C. Samson
Rebekah S. Sandlin
Julianna M. Sandwisch
Alexis M. Sawyer
Erica B. Scharfer
Karen L. Schlachter
Cindy A. Schmitz
Richard Landon Schneider
Irene Sharon Scott
Lindsay J. Seibert
Meagon Shaffer
Diana J. Shamp
Adam J. Shipp
Michael D. Siebenaler
Stephen C. Siebenaler
Devon Skelton
Melanie J. Slattery
Daniel R. Smaltz
Ken E. Smith
Nora L. Smith
Amy I. Socha
Kasie K. Spangler
Jennifer Spradlin
Jarrod C. Stock
Nicole M. Steffan
Sunny L. Stegall
Tasha Jo Steimer
Michelle Maureen Stiff
Chad M. Stolly
Kimberly Ann Strait
Laura E. Straley
Sara Striflmatter
Tyler Stuckey
Linda K. Swaisgood"
Bradley T. Swartz
Julie A. Swartz
Lauren E. Taylor
Tishani T. Terrell
Jay TerVeen
Kyle J. Thieman
Angela L. Thundercloud
Tom A. Thurnblad
Sarah C. Tomashefski
William E. Trask
Laura E. Twyman
Monica Lynn Utley
Amber L. Vandini
Chelsea M. Van der Gaag
Andrew Van Nort
Andrew A. VanAtta
Julie Vauohn

Doug J. Niemiec
Erin V. Norman
Jen E. Nuce
Heather C. O'Donnell
Shannon Y. O'Hara
Carey Oakley"
Rkxo L. Oglesby
Darin K. Okuma
Adaeze A. Ononye
Michael A. Orlando
Monica M. Palmer
Trevor M. Pampalona
Jeffrey E. Paquin
Scott Patterson
David V. Payne
Liz Pecek
Danielle Rae Perchinske
Jennifer Peregord
Julie E. Penlman
Michelle Petticord
Nathan B. Petznick
Pamela L. Pinson
Christopher D. Platt
Keith A. Pogan
Jeffrey J. Poprik
LeKisha Y. Powell
Mandy S. Powell
Torrance I. Powell
Mary Lynn Rogge Pozniak
Catherine Anne Pratt*
Sara H. Prenderville
Celeste M. Proctor
Brynn A. Pullano

Laura R. Vehorn
Suzanne M. Viscione
Jackie M. Vreatt
Laura L. Waggoner
Jessica C Wagner
Scott G. Wagner
Judith A. Waldon
Jacquelyn A. Walters
Jennifer L. Ward
Quinton J. Ward
Rickie L Waugh
Amy Weills
Jessica Leigh Wenstrup
Lindsay M. White
Cindy L. Whittaker
James W. Wiegand
Kristen B. Wight
Laura T. Wilford
Caira A. Williams
Karen Ellen Williamson
Chris Windau
Todd T. Wise
Courtney Witt
Mary E. Wolff
Kevin A. Work
Nick Wray
Denon B. Wrentmore
Jared M. Wright
Kelly M. Wyszynski
Alex Yeater
David S. Yoder
Ann R. Zimmerman

* denotes Springboard Advisory Board Members
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QUOTEUNQrOTE
"The university is incapable of ordering
blackboard erasers in quantities of more
than six without a committee."
Harvard president Lawrence H. Summers, displaying his impatience with
slow decision making at the 366-year-old institution.
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OPINION

Bush proposal harms students
The Bush administration, in
its infinite (justice) wisdom, proposed an answer
to the budget shortfalls that
could be leaving it with a $ 100
billion deficit this year. The proposal? Prevent college students
from consolidating education
loans.
In 1986, low-income students
needing help with tuition but
unable to pay high interest rates
of multiple loans were first given

the option to merge the loans
into one at a fixed interest rate
guaranteed by the government.
People have up to 30 years to
repay the loan.
But critics of the practice say
professionals, long departed
from college and the days of
having to scrape together pennies, use the lax system to take
advantage of the government.
In an attempt to cut comers
and help pay for counter-terrorism programs, Bush's financial

gurus want to save the government $1.3 billion this year alone.
The administration's proposal
would still offer consolidated
loans, but not at fixed rates,
meaning fewer students would
be interested and less money
would be doled out.
It's true some professionals
have the ability to repay their
loans but opt to keep the low
interest rates for the maximum
time allowed. But just because
the system is littered with

Legalization is education
DAN
SMAYZE
Guest Column
Attention students: the purchase and consumption of alcohol is illegal in the United States;
regardless of age.
How would you feel if that
were to happen? If you follow
history, you will know that alcohol prohibition was a failure
resulting in violent mob rule.
People like you and me want to
enjoy a drink every now and
again and would certainly go to
great lengths to drink if the government made alcohol illegal as
it is a "means to fund terrorism."
This, of course, will never happen. Still, marijuana is considered, by law, to be an illegal substance. Uh, Oh! I smell ignorance! Here's an interesting fact
you might not know.
Marijuana is far less dangerous than alcohol or tobacco.
Around 50,000 people die each
year from alcohol poisoning.
Similarly, more than 400,000
deaths each year are attributed
to tobacco smoking By comparison, marijuana is nontoxic and
cannot cause death by overdose.
Not only do we see this word

"prohibited" when speaking of
pot, but also the ignorance from
pot.
our elected officials and their
influence on the public. The
ignorance derives from not
observing the fact that before the
1930s, marijuana was legal to
smoke. Not until Uncle Sam and
its propaganda machine made
claims in their ads saying that
immigrants and people of different ethnicities were considered
"dangerous" and often seen
smoking reefer did we see the
laws against marijuana activated. Presidents from Nixon to
Bush 11 created and continue
policies to protect the American
family. This farce is called the
"War on Drugs." 18 billion of taxpayer's dollars annually goes to
this failure of an initiative.
Conversely, in Portugal and The
Netherlands, they've legalized
most drugs and help treat
addicts instead of incarcerating
them as we do here in the US.
Who of you doesn't know
someone using or has experimented with marijuana or other
"controlled" substances? Those
of you that don't probably think
it is wrong because you can't see
past your TV to understand that
the freedom of choice is still alive
— although sadly apathetic — in
this country. And, you probably

don't see your neighbor catching
a buzz just because it's
ifs what he
prefers to do on a Saturday? Who
cares?! I sure as hell dont! We
have all been taught to "lust Say
No!" but we still drink alcohol
and still smoke cigarettes even
though there are big labels on
their respective containers stating-by the govemment-that both
damage you health. Say, shouldn't these drugs fall into the same
drug family as pot? I mean, let's
not be too hypocritical here! BG's
new law on smoking should reiterate, "You can smoke all the cigarettes you want, just not around
our customers enjoying a mea."
Note: This kind of philosophy
can also be implemented into
other controversial issues such
as abortion, homosexuality, and
religious beliefs, if you will. It just
might lead to a more peaceful
society were differences in
lifestyles are more widely accepted.
I'm not promoting the use of
drugs and, yes, they can be
harmful and addictive, but only
through education from parental
figures and confidants can we
then make a conscious decision
to do so
Legalization is education over
ignorance. I'll smoke up to that.

Catholics, Protestants unite
MELANIE
BRACKNEY
Guest Column

In the recent days, Amanda
Yarham wrote a column denouncing
the Catholic faith as not being truly
Christian or not having biblical backing for its teachings. I hate to tell you
Amanda but your opinion of the
Catholic church has been persuaded
by people who have not taken the
time to truly explore the church on a
deep and personal level.
Now, you seem to believe that the
Catholic church is non-biblical and 1
am going to argue with you on that
level In case you don't remember
Catholicism was the original
Christian church, founded by Peter
the apostle who was personally
appointed by Jesus himself. This was
the foundation of the papacy that we
as Catholics believe is the human
voice of the Holy Spirit. Wfe believe
that when the pope is making certain
teachings in some circumstances that
Jie is speaking through prayerful
^guidance of the Holy Spirit and consequently he is infallible in those
^statements. Statements like these are
rare but they do happen. The pope is

not infallible in other places within
his life; he sins, makes mistakes and
is human just like the rest of us. Now,
you are going to argue that still this
does not give biblical backing for
some of our practices, and I'm sure if
1 had more time I could come up with
more biblical backing because,contrary to popular belief, the Catholic
Church does encourage bible study
and is biblically based. However, even
if there were no biblical basis for any
of our beliefs, the fact that we believe
that the pope is speaking through the
Holy Spirit gives us reason enough to
believe that the practices he condones
are in fact the practices that God
wishes us to uphold.
Also, I think ifs fair to say some of
the practices you have held to be true
in the Catholic church are false. I
assure that devoutness has nothing to
do with how many Hail Mary's you
say per day. Signing contracts to raise
children Catholic was outlawed in the
Second Vatican Council about 40
years ago. Now, I am sure you can cite
situations where a person was forced
to sign such a contract since that
time. However, that is not the belief of
the church and, yes, I am going to tell
you that such a contract is seen as
wrong in the eyes of the church.
Also, Amanda, I would ask you to
not believe every little thing you have

heard about the Catholic Church even
if you heard them from Catholics
themselves. The views of the church
are so deep and often confusing that
many people, even those raised
Catholic, do not understand them
and make generalizations about the
church. The only reason why I understand the basis behind such beliefs
myself is that I did as you suggested
in the article. I questioned my faith; I
read, the Bible; I consulted spiritual
advisors. I did everything a searching
Christian should do and I found
myself going back to the church I was
raised in not because my parents
wanted me to do so but because I
truly believed that that is where
Christ had called me to be. Now, personally, I do not have a problem with
the views expressed by Protestants;
many of my friends are protestants
themselves. 1 belief it is a matter of
choice and that you should do what
you heart is calling you to do.
However, I do believe, unlike you have
implied, that we are both Christians
because in spite of all the differences
we are all followers of Jesus Christ. It
is my hope that we could just accept
one another and work together to
spread Christ's message to the world,
because I really doubt he likes all
worldy divisions that separate us.

Submission policy
Do you agree with all of this? We
doubt it Write us and let us know
where you stand.
LETTERS TO THE EDITfJfi are to be less
than 500 words (less than two typed,
double-spaced pages). These are usu
(ally in response to a current issue on
the BGSU campus or Bowling Green
area.

I

GUEST COLUMNS are longer pieces
between 600 and 800 words. These
are usually, also, in response to a current issue on the BGSU campus or
Bowling Green area.

POLICIES
Letters to the Editor and Guest
Columns are printed as space permits.

Name, phone number and address
should be induded for verification
purposes.
fcrsonal attacks and anonymous
submissions will not be printed
Send submission to the Opinion
mailbox at 210 Wfcst Hall or
bgnews@tistrOTcbgsu.edu with the
subject line marked "letter to the editor" or "guest column."

unscrupulous doctors and
lawyers is no reason to punish
students who desperately need
help to pay for the ever-rising
cost of a college education.
There are hundreds of students at the University of
Houston alone who must work
odd jobs and take out loans to
pay for tuition, fees and books.
Emergency loans provided by
the University work only for
those who can repay them by
the semester's end.
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ON THE STREET
Are you concerned
with apathy at the
University?

The proposal is unlikely to
pass through Congress, since
plenty of Democrats will oppose
it. However, the fact that the
administration is even considering the plan is reason to complain.
The proposal comes from a
president who thinks school
vouchers work, who didn't seem
to put much emphasis on his
own education and never had to
worry about how he'd pay for
textbooks.

A fulfilling year
of great opinions
MATT
SUSSMAN
Unlicensed
Humomlogist

ERIN KREUGER
SOPHOMORE

"I don't freakin care."

EL0DIE
ESC0FFIER
SENIOR

"It's sad to have no
goals in the most
exciting part of our
lives.''

ERIN BR0CKMAN
SOPHOMORE
SARAH THIE0E
FRESHMAN

"Sam Popa is a
maggot
(just kidding)."

MICHAEL LOPEZ
SOPHOMORE
"According to my
roommate, Matt
Billings, he thinks
highly of it."

Education doesn't seem to be
very high on this administration's list of priorities. If it is hellbent on equating a long-sincefailed war on drugs with terrorism, we'll insert our own convoluted logic An inability to pay for
college increases dropout rates.
Who's more likely to turn to
drugs than the economically and
educationally challenged? In
effect, this proposal would be
contributing to a new generation
of terrorists.

Matthew 23:12 of the Bible
reads as follows: "And whosoever shall exalt himself shall be
humbled; and whosoever shall
humble himself shall be exalted." Well, Matthew never wrote
an end of the year article revisiting his best columns in the
past months. It's not that I've
written about everything that
disgusts me; in fact, I have
barely scratched the surface.
There are also many more
insane, fictitious stories I have
to tell. Alas, I still have one
more week of class in which I
have to complete three major
assignments. I just feel like
reminiscing with all of you
about some of my favorite
masterpieces.
"Ready, aim, fire (drill)" (Oct.
18) marked my first published
article. My hard-hitting look
inside prank fire alarms went
unnoticed for a long time. My
warning was not heeded, and
the on-campus students paid
for it in the passing months.
McDonald Hall had several
false alarms, and even a real
one to mix things up.
Nostradamus couldn't have
done better than I did at the
time.
Not to disappoint in my second article, I discussed minority issues in "Another right-wing
plot" (Oct. 29). Now, this campus has several groups to promote and defend minorities of
various ethnicities, beliefs, and
sexual orientations. None of
them are wholly or partially
dedicated to left-handed people and the subtle cuscrimination they suffer every day. To
this day, southpaws like yours
truly are confined to ice cream
scoops, can openers, and computer mice specifically manufactured for people who use
their right hands. To this day, I
still firmly believe that the right
hand isn't the "right" hand.
Several Gamecube-playing
days later, it was Valentine's
Day, and I gave my new girlfriend Iulie a rose and a roll of
Menu is I gave the campus
"Girls: Can't live with or without them" (Feb. 12). This single
humorous attack on the female
of the species inspired three of
four guest columns by people
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who apparently missed the
humorous facet of the column.
My favorite of these responses
was Jennifer Lake's
"Columnist's views about
women bad" (Feb. 13). Judging
from the date, she should have
been able to put aside her rage
from reading my article and
write a rational response that
attacked neither my love life
nor my writing skills.
Unfortunately, both of those
cheap shots were taken.
Nevertheless, Ms Lake's submission turned out to fill my
week with enjoyment and flattery.
"A wind-driven journey
through different worlds" (Feh
26) probably left some people
wondering about my sanity.
With nothing else to write
about, I did my best impression of Steven Wright coked out
of his mind. If there werea
week in which nothing happened, then I would probably
write about a magical journey
again. Only this time, I would
bring packets of mustard, a
hammer, and a camera.
I then returned to the real
world and discussed financial
issues in "Balancing the meal
budget" (Apr. 9). In 20 short
days, I went from $845.85 to
currendy almost $260. Of
course, I couldn't have done it
without my parents who come
down and splurge at duty's, as
well as my beautiful, hungry,
and aforementioned girlfriend
Julie. My dad is allegedly driving down one day and buying
all the bottles of Aquafina on
campus that he can fit in his
Navigator, which has the cubic
volume of a small ocean.
With all this and much more
mayhem created from my personal computer, I'd like to
thank everyone who took time
out of their schedule of staying
up late and playing Playstation
to once in a while read my articles. With the exception of Ms.
Lake, I really don't know how
all of you feel about my haphazard writing style, so I
encourage you to post
responses to my article on The
BG News website so I know
how many of you have your
guns pointed at me as I leave
my dorm. Assuming I don't forget how to speak English over
the summer, I should be back
next year, chock full of random
outlooks on life. Go
Diamondbacks
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peurily eewgwiulaw the following groups and individuals for achieving excellence during the

Chapte r Awaijds

Individual Awards I continued!
*
The National Pan-Hellenic Council Lifetime Achievement Award
Norme'a Banner of Z«ta Phi Beta Sorority, Inc.

Overall Chapter Excellence Award
Kappa Alpfia Order Fraternity and Alpha Chi Omega Sorority

■

Outstanding Greek Man Award
Paul Daniels of Kappa Alpha Ord«r Fraternity

The National Pan-Hellenic Council Outstanding NPHC Chapter Award
Delta Sigraa Theta Sorority, Inc.

I

Best Overall Fraternity GPA Award
Alpha Sigma Phi Fraternity

Outstanding Greek Woman Award
Casey Stevens of Alpha jphi Sorority
The Greek Independent Board Excellence A ward
Alexis DeAnda of Sigma Lambda Gamma Sorority, Inc.

Best Ovetall Sorority (SPA Award
Alpha Chi Omega Sorority

The Phi Mu Sorority Outstanding Panhellenlc Sorority President Award
Michelle Margraf of Delta Gamma Sorority

Most Improved Fraternity GPA Award
Delta Chi Fraternity

The Order of Omega Outstanding Junior Awards
Matt Guggenbiller of Alpha Sigma Phi Fraternity
Johnel Gore of Delta Sigma Theta 3, orority, Inc.

Most Improved Sorority Overall GPA
Chi Omega Sorority
Best New Member Class GPA Award
Delta Chi Fraternity

The Outstanding IFC Fraternity President Award
Damian Thorkelson of Lambda Chi Alpha Fraternity

Best New Member Class GPA Award
Chi Omega Sorority

The IFC Anthony Corslglla Greek Sportsman of the Year Award
Mike Harmon of Alpha Sigma Phi Fraternity

Hollls A. Moore Community Service Award
Kappa Alpha Order Fraternity

The Panhellenlc Council Sportswoman of the fear Award
Kelly Haase of Sigma Kappa Sorority

Outstanding Philanthropy Award
Alpha Sigma Phi Fraternity

The National Pan-Hellenic Council Outstanding Neophyte Award
Monica Palmer of Z«ta Phi Beta Sorority, Inc.

The Delta Zeta Sorority Greek Unity Award
Alpha Phi Sorority

The Sigma Kappa Outstanding Sorority New Member Award
Gina Paponetti of Alpha Omicrort Pi Sorority

The Outstanding IFC New Member Development Program
Alpha Sigma Phi Fraternity

The Delta Tau Delta Joseph M. Flrment
Outstanding Fraternity New Member Award
Edward Moss III of Alpha Sigma Phi Fraternity

Outstanding New Member Class Award
Phi Mu Sorority

The Pi Kappa Phi Fraternity Steven Hanna & Kevin Ross Memorial Award
Dan Henry of Kappa Alpha Ordfr Fraternity

The Greek Affairs Brotherhood/Sisterhood Award
Delta Chi Fraternity and Alpha Phi Sorority

The Sigma Chi Fraternity Mitch Weltzman Memorial Award
Michael Sedlak of Alpha Sigma Phi Fraternity

The All Sports Award
Sigma Kappa Sorority and Phi Kappa Tau Fraternity

The Lisa F. Fedler Greek Humanitarian Award
Richard Hayn of Lambda Chi Alpha Fraternity

Individual Awards

The Timothy F. Smith Outstanding Senior Award
Jessica Hirz ©f Alpha Xi Dflta Sorority

The Outstanding Chapter Alumnus Award
Carol Robinson of Delta Gamma Sorority

The Greek Mart Outstanding Individual Community Service Awards
Nick Gresko of Alpha Sigma Phi Fraternity
Sarah Bums of Alpha Chi Om«ga Sorority

The Outstanding Chapter Advisor Award
Catherine Pratt of Phi Mu Sorority

.

The Tampurages Outstanding Staff Award
Jill Bortel of Alpha Xi Delta

The Panhellenlc Council Florenoe Currier Junior Award
Kristin Sirmans of Delta Zbta Sorority

Outstanding Faculty Advisors for Fraternities and Sororities
Dr. Robert G. Bems
Business Education/Division of Teaching and Learning
Phi Kappa Tau Fraternity
Dr. Catherine Pratt
College of Business Administration
Phi Mu Sorority

Congratulations!
Greek GPA = 2.86
Non-Greek GPA = 2.86

For more information about BGSU Greeks, visit: www.greekbgsu.com
Building the Best Fraternity and Sorority Learning Community
Through Continuous Improvement
1. Scholarship,
2. Community Service,
3. Campus Involvement,
4. Sisterhood/Brotherhood
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OPINION

"The university is incapable of ordering
blackboard erasers in quantities of more
than six without a committee."
Harvard president Lawrence H. Summers, displaying his impatience with
slow decision making at the 366-year-old institution.
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Bush proposal harms students
The Bush administration, in
its infinite (justice) wisdom, proposed an answer
to the budget shortfalls that
could be leaving it with a $ 100
billion deficit this year. The proposal? Prevent college students
from consolidating education
loans.
In 1986, low-income students
needing help with tuition but
unable to pay high interest rates
of multiple loans were first given

the option to merge the loans
into one at a fixed interest rate
guaranteed by the government.
People have up to 30 years to
repay the loan.
But critics of the practice say
professionals, long departed
from college and the days of
having to scrape together pennies, use the lax system to take
advantage of the government.
In an attempt to cut comers
and help pay for counter-tenorism programs, Bush's financial

gurus want to save the government $1.3 billion this year alone.
The administration's proposal
would still offer consolidated
loans, but not at fixed rates,
meaning fewer students would
be interested and less money
would be doled out.
It's true some professionals
have the ability to repay their
loans but opt to keep the low
interest rates for the maximum
time allowed. But just because
the system is littered with

Legalization is education
DAN
SMAYZE
Guest Column
Attention students: the purchase and consumption of alcohol is illegal in the United States;
regardless of age.
How would you feel if that
were to happen? If you follow
history, you will know that alcohol prohibition was a failure
resulting in violent mob rule.
People like you and me want to
enjoy a drink every now and
again and would certainly go to
great lengths to drink if the government made alcohol illegal as
it is a "means to fund terrorism."
This, of course, will never happen. Still, marijuana is considered, by law, to be an illegal substance. Uh, Oh! 1 smell ignorance! Here's an interesting fact
you might not know:
Marijuana is far less dangerous than alcohol or tobacco.
Around 50,000 people die each
year from alcohol poisoning.
Similarly, more than 400,000
deaths each year are attributed
to tobacco smoking. By comparison, marijuana is nontoxic and
cannot cause death by overdose.
Not only do we see this word

"prohibited" when speaking of
pot, but also the ignorance from
our elected officials and their
influence on the public. The
ignorance derives from not
observing the fact that before the
1930s, marijuana was legal to
smoke. Not until Uncle Sam and
its propaganda machine made
claims in their ads saying that
immigrants and people of different ethnicities were considered
"dangerous" and often seen
smoking reefer did we see the
laws against marijuana activated. Presidents from Nixon to
Bush ]r. created and continue
policies to protect the American
family. This farce is called the
"War on Drugs." 18 billion of taxpayer's dollars annually goes to
this failure of an initiative.
Conversely, in Portugal and The
Netherlands, they've legalized
most drugs and help treat
addicts instead of incarcerating
them as we do here in the US.
Who of you doesn't know
someone using or has experimented with marijuana or other
"controlled" substances? Those
of you that don't probably think
it is wrong because you cant see
past your TV to understand that
the freedom of choice is still alive
— although sadly apathetic — in
this country. And, you probably

don't see your neighbor catching
a buzz just because it's what he
prefers to do on a Saturday? Who
cares?! I sure as hell don't! We
have all been taught to "lust Say
No!" but we still drink alcohol
and still smoke cigarettes even
though there are big labels on
their respective containers stating-by the govemment-that both
damage you health. Say, shouldn't these drugs fall into the same
drug family as pot? 1 mean, let's
not be too hypocritical here! BG's
new law on smoking should reiterate, "You can smoke all the cigarettes you want, just not around
our customers enjoying a mea"
Note: This kind of philosophy
can also be implemented into
other controversial issues such
as abortion, homosexuality, and
religious beliefs, if you will. It just
might lead to a more peaceful
society were differences in
lifestyles are more widely accepted.
I'm not promoting the use of
drugs and, yes, they can be
harmful and addictive, but only
through education from parental
figures and confidants can we
then make a conscious decision
to do so
Legalization is education over
ignorance. I'll smoke up to that.

Catholics, Protestants unite
MELANIE
BRACKNEY
Guest Column

In the recent days,Amanda
Yarham wrote a column denouncing
the Catholic faith as not being truly
Christian or not having biblical backing for its teachings. 1 hate to tell you
Amanda but your opinion of the
Catholic church has been persuaded
by people who have not taken the
time to truly explore the church on a
deep and personal level
Now, you seem to believe that the
Catholic church is non-biblical and I
am going to argue with you on that
level In case you don't remember
Catholicism was the onginal
Christian church, founded by Peter
the apostle who was personally
appointed by jesus himself. This was
the foundation of the papacy that we
as Catholics believe is the human
voice of the Holy Spirit. We believe
that when the pope is making certain
teachings in some circumstances that
he is speaking through prayerful
guidance of tne Hojy Spirit and con•sequentiy he is infallible in those
Statements. Statements like these are
■rare but they do happen. The pope is
i
i

not infallible in other places within
his life; he sins, makes mistakes and
is human just like the rest of us. Now,
you are going to argue that still this
does not give biblical backing for
some of our practices, and I'm sure if
I had more time I could come up with
more biblical backing because, contrary to popular belief, the Catholic
Church does encourage bible study
and is biblically based. However, even
if there were no biblical basis for any
of our beliefs, the fact that we believe
that the pope is speaking through the
Holy Spirit gives us reason enough to
believe that the practices he condones
are in fact the practices that God
wishes us to uphold.
Also, I think ifs fair to say some of
the practices you have held to be true
in the Catholic church are false. I
assure that devoutness has nothing to
do with how many Hail Mary's you
say per day. Signing contracts to raise
children Catholic was outlawed in the
Second Vatican Council about 40
years ago. Now, I am sure you can cite
situations where a person was forced
to sign such a contract since that
time. However, that is not the belief of
the church and, yes, I am going to tell
you that such a contract is seen as
wrong in the eyes of the church.
Also, Amanda, I would ask you to
not believe every little thing you have

heard about the Catholk Church even
if you heard them from Catholics
themselves. The views of the church
are so deep and often confusing that
many people, even those raised
Catholic, do not understand them
and make generalizations about the
church. The only reason why I understand the basis behind such beliefs
myself is that 1 did as you suggested
in the article. I questioned my faith; I
read 'he Bible; I consulted spiritual
advisors. I did everything a searching
Christian should do and I found
myself going back to the church I was
raised in not because my parents
wanted me to do so but because I
truly believed that that is where
Christ had called me to be. Now, personally, 1 do not have a problem with
the views expressed by Protestants;
many of my friends are protestants
themselves. 1 belief it is a matter of
choice and that you should do what
you heart is calling you to do.
However, I do believe, unlike you have
implied, that we are both Christians
because in spite of all the differences
we are all followers of jesus Christ. It
is my hope that we could just accept
one another and work together to
spread Christ's message to the world,
because I really doubt he likes all
worldy divisions that separate us.
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unscrupulous doctors and
lawyers is no reason to punish
students who desperately need
help to pay for the ever-rising
cost of a college education.
There are hundreds of students at the University of
Houston alone who must work
odd jobs and take out loans to
pay for tuition, fees and books.
Emergency loans provided by
the University work only for
those who can repay them by
the semester's end.

The proposal is unlikely to
pass through Congress, since
plenty of Democrats will oppose
it. However, the fact that the
administration is even considering the plan is reason to complain.
The proposal comes from a
president who thinks school
vouchers work who didnt seem
to put much emphasis on his
own education and never had to
worry about how he'd pay for
textbooks.

Education doesn't seem to be
very high on this administration's list of priorities. If it is hellbent on equating a long-sincefailed war on drugs with terrorism, we'll insert our own convoluted logic An inability to pay for
college increases dropout rates.
Who's more likely to turn to
drugs than the economically and
educationally challenged? In
effect, this proposal would be
contributing to a new generation
of terrorists.

PEOPLE Afulfillingyear
ON THE STREET
of great opinions
Are you concerned
with apathy at the
University?

ERIN KREUGER
SOPHOMORE

"I don't freakiri care."

ELODIE
ESCOFFIER
SENIOR

"It's sad to have no
goals in the most
excitingpart of our
lives."

ERIN BROCKMAN
SOPHOMORE
SARAH THIEDE
FRESHMAN

"Sam Popa is a
maggot
(just kidding)."

MICHAEL LOPEZ
SOPHOMORE
"According to my
roommate, Matt
Billings, he thinks
highly of it."

who apparently missed the
humorous facet of the column.
My favorite of these responses
' was Jennifer Lake's
Unlicensed
"Columnist's views about
Humomlogist
women bad" (Feb. 13). Judging
from the date, she should have
Matthew 23:12 of the Bible
been able to put aside her rage
reads as follows: "And whosofrom reading my article and
ever shall exalt himself shall be
write a rational response that
humbled; and whosoever shall
attacked neither my love life
humble himself shall be exaltnor my writing skills.
ed." Well, Matthew never wrote
Unfortunately, both of those
an end of the year article revischeap shots were taken.
iting his best columns in the
Nevertheless, Ms Lake's subpast months It's not that I've
mission turned out to fill my
written about everything that
week with enjoyment and flatdisgusts me; in fact, I have
tery.
barely scratched the surface
"A wind-driven journey
There are also many more
through different worlds" (Feb.
insane, fictitious stories I have
26) probably left some people
to tell. Alas, I still have one
wondering about my sanity.
more week of class in which I
With nothing else to write
have to complete three major
about, I did my best impresassignments. I just feel like
sion of Steven Wright coked out
reminiscing with all of you
of his mind. If there were a
about some of my favorite
week in which nothing hapmasterpieces.
pened, then I would probably
"Ready, aim. fire (drill)" (Oct.
write about a magical journey
18) marked my first published
again. Only this time, I would
article. My hard-hitting look
bring packets of mustard, a
inside prank fire alarms went
hammer, and a camera.
unnoticed for a long time. My
I then returned to the teal
warning was not heeded, and
world and discussed financial
the on-campus students paid
issues in "Balancing the meal
for it in the passing months
budget" (Apr. 9). In 20 short
McDonald Hall had several
days, I went from $845.85 to
false alarms, and even a real
currently almost $260. Of
one to mix things up.
course, I couldn't have done it
Nostradamus couldn't have
without my parents who come
done better than I did at the
down and splurge at Chih/s, as
time.
well as my beautiful, hungry,
Not to disappoint in my secand aforementioned girlfriend
ond article, I discussed minoriJulie My dad is allegedly drity issues in "Another right-wing
ving down one day and buying
plot" (Oct. 29). Now, this camall the bottles of Aquafina on
pus has several groups to procampus that he can fit in his
mote and defend minorities of
Navigator, which has the cubic
various ethnicities, beliefs, and
volume of a small ocean.
sexual orientations. None of
With all this and much more
them are wholly or partially
mayhem created from my perdedicated to left-handed peosonal computer, I'd like to
ple and the subtle discriminathank everyone who took time
tion they suffer every day. To
out of their schedule of staying
this day, southpaws like yours
up late and playing Playstation
truly are confined to ice cream
to once in a while read my artiscoops, can openers, and comcles. With the exception of Ms
puter mice specifically manuLake, I realty don't know how
factured for people who use
all of you feel about my haptheir right hands. To this day, I
hazard writing style, so I
still firmly believe that the right
encourage you to post
hand isn't the "right" hand.
responses to my article on The
Several Gamecube-playing
BG News website so I know
days later, it was Valentine's
how many of you have your
Day, and I gave my new girlguns pointed at me as I leave
friend Julie a rose and a roll of
Mentos I gave the campus
my dorm. Assuming I don't forget how to speak English over
"Girls: Can't live with or without them" (Feb. 12). This single
the summer, I should be back
humorous attack on the female next year, chock full of random
outlooks on life. Go
of the species inspired three of
four guest columns by people
Diamondbacks.
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The Offibe of Residence Life /Greek Affairs
.wildly

he BGSU Greek Communi

]

eewgw otaw the following groups and individuals for achieving excellence during the £001-2002 sehpel y6ar

T

Chapter Awai ds

Individual Awards (coytinuedl
The National Pan-Hellenic Council Lifetime Achievement Award
Norme'a Banner of Z<ta Phi Beta Sorority, Inc.

Overall Chapter Excellence Award
Kappa Alpha Order Fraternity and Alpha Chi Omega Sorority

Outstanding Greek Man Award
Paul Daniels of Kappa Alpha Ordfr Fraternity

The National Pan-Hellenic Council Outstanding NPHC Chapter Award
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc.

I

Best Overall Fraternity GPA Award

Outstanding Greek Woman Award
Casey Ste\«ns of Alpha Phi Sorority

Alpha Sigma Phi Fraternity

The Greek Independent Board Excellence Award
Alexis DeAnda of Sigma Lambda Gamma Sorority, Inc.

Best Overall Sorority t*PA Award
Alpha Chi Omega Sorotity

The Phi Mu Sorority Outstanding Panhellenic Sorority President Award
Michelle Margraf of Delta Gamma Sorority

Most Improved Fraternity GPA Award
Delta Chi Fraternity

The Order of Omega Outstanding Junior Awards
Matt Guggenbiller of Alpha Sigma Phi Fraternity
Johnel Gore of Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc.

Most Improved Sorority Overall GPA
Chi Omega Sorority
Best New Member Class GPA Award
Delta Chi Fraternity

The Outstanding IFC Fraternity President Award
Damian Thorkelson of Lambda Chi Alpha Fraternity

Best New Member Class GPA Award
Chi Omega Sorority

The IFC Anthony Corslglla Greek Sportsman of the Year Award
Mike Harmon of Alpha Sigma Phi Fraternity

Hollls A. Moore Community Service Award
Kappa Alpha Order Fraternity

The Panhellenic Council Sportswoman of the Year Award
Kelly Haase of Sigma Kappa Sorority

Outstanding Philanthropy Award
Alpha Sigma Phi Fraternity

The National Pan-Hellenic Council Outstanding Neophyte Award
Monica Palmer of Z«ta Phi Beta Sorority, Inc.

The Delta Zeta Sorority Greek Unity Award
Alpha Phi Sorority

The Sigma Kappa Outstanding Sorority New Member Award
Gina Paponetti of Alpha Omicrort Pi Sorority

The Outstanding IFC New Member Development Program
Alpha Sigma Phi Fraternity

The Delta Tau Delta Joseph Af. Flrment
Outstanding Fraternity New Member Award
Edward Moss III of Alpha Sigma Phi Fraternity

Outstanding New Member Class Award
Phi Mu Sorority

The PI Kappa Phi Fraternity Steven Hanna & Kevin Ross Memorial Award
Dan Henry of Kappa Alpha Ordpr Fraternity

The Greek Affairs Brotherhood/Sisterhood Award
Delta Chi Fraternity and Alpha Phi Sorority

The Sigma Chi Fraternity Mitch Weltzman Memorial Award
Michael Sedlak of Alpha Sigma Phi Fraternity

The All Sports A ward
Sigma Kappa Sorority and Phi Kappa Tau Fraternity

The Lisa F. Fedler Greek Humanitarian Award
Richard Hayn of Lambda Chi Alpha Fraternity

Individual Awards

The Timothy F. Smith Outstanding Senior Award
Jessica Hirz of Alpha Xi Delta Sorority

The Outstanding Chapter Alumnus Award
Carol Robinson of Delta Gamma Sorority

The Greek Mart Outstanding Individual Community Service Awards
Nick Gresko of Alpha Sigma Phi Fraternity
Sarah Burns of Alpha Chi Om«ga Sorority

The Outstanding Chapter Advisor Award
Catherine Pratt of Phi Mu Sorority

.

The Tampurages Outstanding Staff Award
Jill Bortel Of Alpha Xi D#lta

The Panhellenic Council Florence Currier Junior Award
Kristin Sirmans of Delta Zfeta Sorority

Outstanding
line Faculty Advisors for Fraternities and Sororities
Dr. Robert G. Bems
Business Education/Division of Teaching and Learning
Phi Kappa Tau Fraternity
Dr. Catherine Pratt
College of Business Administration
Phi Mu Sorority

Congratulations!
Greek GPA = 2.86
Non-Greek GPA = 2.86

For more information about BGSU Greeks, visit: www.greekbgsu.com
Building the Best Fraternity and Sorority Learning Community
Through Continuous Improvement
1. Scholarship,
2. Community Service,
3. Campus Involvement,
4. Sisterhood/Brotherhood
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Teen charged in plan to poison punch at prom
VILLISCA, Iowa (AP)—A teen has been charged with

NATION

administering a dangerous substance after he allegedly plotted to poison the punch at theVillisca High
School prom. Robert David Dumler, 15, initially faced
a more serious felony charge of terrorism. But it was
ruled yesterday that the terrorism charge must involve
firing a weapon or the use of an incendiary device.

Meditation community prints its own money
By DavidPitt
IHE ASSOCIATE PRESS

VEDIC CITY. Iowa — If Wall
Disney Wforld can make Disney
Dollars and Club Med can print
its own currency, then this Iowa
town founded by practitioners of
Transcendental Meditation figured it, too, could make its own
money.
The Raam Mudra, as the colorful notes are called, began circulating last month in this city
incorporated last year by 125 followers of the Maharishi Mahesh
Yogi, the Beatles' guru and
founder of the TM movement.
The currency has achieved a
little consciousness-raising about
Vedic City. But it has not created
the wider monetary harmony
some had hoped for.
The idea in creating the money
was to promote the city — a col-

lection of onion-dome buildings
set amid farmland about 100
miles from Des Moines — and its
plans for a theme park devoted to
world peace and the magic tricks
of the late illusionist and TM
practitioner Doug Henning.
The currency originally was
intended to be used in Vedic City
only, but thousands of meditators
also live in Fairfield, a town of
8,700 people two miles away, and
began to circulate the Raam.
Vedic City Mayor Bob Wynne
asked businesses throughout
lefferson County to consider
using the new currency.
But only Maharishi University
of Management, which operates
in Fairfield with more than 700
students, and a few businesses
run by meditators accept the
bills. Local banks, county officials
and other merchants have

balked.
County supervisors passed a
resolution requiring homeowners to pay their property taxes in
dollars, just in case anyone got
the idea of using Raam.
"We decided that we're not a
bank — that the function of
exchanging money should be at a
bank," said county Supervisor
Steve Burgmeier.
The First National Bank in
Fairfield initially agreed to
exchange Raam for dollars but
pulled out after a few weeks. Bank
President Steve Cracker said the
First National was afraid it could
get stuck holding worthless
Raam.
Vedic City can legally make its
own money, as long as it does not
replicate U.S. currency, and people are free to use it. But Secret
Service agent Chuck Hull

warned: "Anybody that uses it,
does it at their own risk."
The Raam Mudra is named for
the ancient Indian prince whose
image appears on the notes. The
colorful bills also feature Sanskrit
messages of peace and prosperity, a cow and a wish-fulfilling tree.
■■■•
:'.":-:.
'
p tx, - ■ '.■ ■" ■ «t
One Raam is worth $10. The
one-Raam note is green, the fiveRaam note blue and the 10-Raam
bill, worth $100, orange-yellow.
•
The notes are printed in the
*
Netherlands by the company that
makes the euro.
TM adherent Mark Welch, who
runs the Radio Shack in Fairfield,
accepts Raam. So does meditator
Mel Sauerbeck, owner of a
Fairfield photo studio TM-connected stores exchange the bills
Associated Press Photo
among themselves in the course NEW MONEY: Images of the new meditation money.
of business.
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Congratulations to
•m> Graduating Seniors

l> the 4 year plan
not working
out?

Need a place I
I this summer?

COME JOIN
OUR COMMUNITY!

Megan Adams
Emily Bright
Marty Grabtree
Christie Crcften
Dera Ann Gabriel
clcssica Levy
Liz Mckinlcy
den Quinter
Cynthia Saldivar
April Smith

St. Thomas More University Parish

jS NEWMAN HOUSING
Summer Rates:
• $60/week DOUBLE
• $85/week SINGLE
•MINIMUM ONE MONTH LEASE*
Located on Thurstin Ave across from Mac Dona Id Hal
Free Cable/Utilities Included
Free Parking across from Offenhauer Towers
Onsite Kitchen and Laundry
Semester Leases (Fall and Spring)
Sorry No Pets/No Smoking

We Will Miss Yen

ONE STOP FOR ALL YOUR
HOUSING NEEDS!

VARSITY LANES

Leases avasable for 2002-2003

$5.00 COLLEGE NIGHT

Who:

Any college student

When: Monday - Wednesday,
9:00- ll :00 p.m.
Where: Varsity Lanes - i 033 S. Main St.
Bowling Green OH. (352-5247)

Foi Run • Haven House Manor
Piedmont • Birchwood Place
Mini Mall • Small Buildings
Frontier Housing • Houses

What:

2 hours of bowling & shoes,
slice of pizza

4

Price:

bfc>W

Alpli* Xi i>elt*
Tkink you to our 5tft«i joe ecdcVes-.
Vavid Agavi, Vefe \le\s, Ryw Ffclyter
Con<?rcitJ»Utiows to our teaw. on

Winning jrd pUce!
Runners-. Nicole druffy, AsWee Carkcci,
Jill Slaby
AfftmMttff: K'mberlee CilcUrisf, Vari\e\a Verko I
\>r\vtT: Danielle Kieper
Tkank you to all vko Mpecl in •winninj tke

ife1& joe Spirit Aw&rd

STUDENT TRAVEL
Its YOUR tmp_,
London
$395
BUDGET HOTELS
Paris
$456
tor as little as
Brussels
$511
Rio de Janiero .. .$797
San Jose C.R...$530
A NIGHT!!!

$18

i,

ri

Fares are round-trip
from Toledo.
Restrictions may

Only $5.00
per person
& drink specials

'

Indoor heated swimming pool.sauna.HydraSpa Whirlpool, complete
exercise equipment, complete locker room & shower facilities

*4Z
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& large pop

M residents receive a membership
f Ownywaad Wealth Saa!
530 Maple • 352-9378
Mon-Fn. 8-12, 1-4:30
Boa Open Saturday 10-2

BGNEWS@LISTPR0C.B6SU.EDU
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Contact: Andrea Laux at 352-7555
andnMf9ittoma.com
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www.statravel.com

NEWL9VE
Rentals

/
205 W. Washington: One bedroom unfurnished upper duplex. Nice residential area.
Resident pays all utilities. Cat permitted with references. $450.00 per month for a 12 month
lease.
117 Lehman: One bedroom unfurnished lower duplex with double living room. Large
kitchen, front porch and a basement for storage. Gas heat. Resident pays all utilities. Close to
downtown. $535.00 per month for a 12 month lease.
342w S. Main St.: One bedroom unfurnished apartment. Nice residential area. Resident pays
all utilities. Laundry facilities on property. $385.00 per month for a 12-month lease.
455■" S. Main St.: One bedroom unfurnished apartment. Above a business. Living room.
Kitchen with appliances. Skylight. Washer/dryer. Full bath. Lots of extra storage space. Off
street parking. $575.00 per month for a 12-month lease. ALL FREE UTILITIES.
134" E. Wooster St. #A: Three bedroom unfurnished apartment located downtown. Large
room. Okay foi group of four. Gas heat. Resident pays all utilities. $580.00 per month for a
12-month lease.

332 S. M.iin St
552-5620
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I
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States clean up
after tornadoes
By David Pace
THE tSSOCItliD "iSS

Associated Press Photo

ATTORNEY GENERAL New York state attorney general Eliot Spitzer addresses a news conterence in his New York office.

N.Y. attorney general's stock
rises as Wall Street shudders
By Michael Gormley
THE ASSOCIATED PR

ALBANY. N.Y. — Eliot Spitzer
remembers a summer job stacking insulation in Atlanta during
his college years, and how he
sweated and itched.
"It felt like it was 150 degrees at
the top of that warehouse," he
says. "The feeling of having that
fiberglass wear into your skin is
something you don't forget too
quickly."
Today, as New York's attorney
general, Spitzer is responsible for a
similar feeling of discomfort
spreading across Wall Street,
where he is using the threat of
prosecution against stock analysts
he accuses of fraud.
He says the analysts gave
investors bum advice, encouraging them to buy stocks of companies that the analysts' firms were
wooing for investment banking
business. In private e-mails, the

analysts were calling these same
stocks dogs, disasters and
unprintable profanities.
Spitzer calls it "a shocking
betrayal of trust."
His campaign makes the liberal
Democrat a crusader to consumer groups and hard-hit
investors. On Wall Street, he is
seen as a political opportunist.
Spitzer is a 42-year-old fast talker who previously took on
Midwestern states over acid rain
spawned by power plants, and
pressured drugstore chains in
New York City to pay back nickel
deposits on soda bottles.
Earlier this month, he embarrassed Merrill Lynch & Co. by
releasing the damaging e-mails
his office had obtained through
subpoenas. On Friday, Merrill
chief executive David Komansky
apologized to shareholders and
employees and pledged to work
with Spitzer, even as his firm hired

former Mayor Rudolph Giuliani
as an adviser and negotiator.
Spitzer, who is in his first term,
also embarrassed Wall Street's regulators, who had been less aggressive. The Securities and Exchange
Commission, the New York Stock
Exchange and the National
Association of Securities Dealers
announced on April 25 that they,
too, were investigating the allegations.
'The SEC had to get aboard this
ship, otherwise they would look
like they were lagging behind the
parade," said Columbia Law
School professor lohn Coffee "I
think they see him as an ogre."
If he is an ogre, his rampage
seems aimed at the well-heeled
circles in which he was raised. His
family could have easily bought
that Atlanta warehouse where a
younger Spitzer labored for three
days, and his background as the
son of a Manhattan developer

2 BEDROOMS
FOR ONLY $500!
IF YOU MOVE-IN BEFORE MAY

15, 2002

FEATURES INCLUDE THE FOLLOWING]
• Minutes to BGSU
• Air conditioning
• New kitchens with brand new
appliances including dishwashers
• High-Speed internet access
• Heat Included
• laundry facilities in all buildings
• Ample parking/carports available
• Serene, park like setting
• Convenient location, easy access to
I 75, Highway 25 and RoUtC 6
• Service I\\prcss Maintenance
Guarantee Program

(419) 352-6335

TOUR ONLINE @
VILLAGEGREEN.COM

GRKHBRIAR
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FALL 2002 LEASING
Field Manor Apartments
New
Lower
Prices

kAA

rri

GMENIMAR, INC

SCHOOL IS ALMOST 0UT...V/H0000EEEE!!!!

Communication and Leadership

Fall 2002 Independent Study
One Credit
Open to All Majors
Opportunity for $ 2 5 0 Scholarship Awards

The School of Communication Studies
invites undergraduate students to
participate in a pilot leadership and
communication program called the
University Community Forum

_emester
Leases

(519 Leroy Ave. 542 & 560 Frazee Ave)
• 2 Bedroom
• Furnished
• Dishwashers and garbage disposals
Frazee Ave. Apartments
• Rent from ^625.00/mo.
(818 Thurstin, 624, 670 & 656 Frazee Ave)
• 2 Bedroom
Mercer Manor
• Furnished
Apartments
• Dishwashers and garbage disposals
(323 and 331 Mercer Rd.)
• Rent from 5625.00/mo.
• 3 Bedroom
• Furnished
Campbell Hill
•A/C, fireplace
Apartments
• Microwaves, garbage disposals
(308,314,318,324,326,
• Rent from 5750.00/010.
328 & 330 Campbell hill Rd.)
Heinz Apartments
• 2 Bedroom
• Furnished
(818 N. Enterprise St., 424 8<
•A/C, Dishwashers, garbage disposals
451 Frazee Ave.)
• Rent from 5775.00/mo.
• 3 Bedroom
• Furnished
•A/C, fireplace, microwaves • 445 EAST WOOSTft ST.
• Rent from $800.00/010.
jr7-0717
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would appear to align liim incur
with the moneyed class of Wall
Street instead of small investors
His deep pockets give him the
freedom to antagonize Wall Street
without having to worry about
losing the large political contributions that often flow from the
financial district. But friends say
he brings more to the task than
that
"He's outraged and angry when
somebody breaks the tew," said
Connecticut Attorney General
Richard Blumenthal, a family
friend and sometime adversary
on interstate issues. "I think that
kind of quality goes back to his
upbringing"
Maurice Carroll, director of the
Quinnipiac University Polling
Institute in Hamden, Conn., covered Spitzer as a reporter for
Newsday during the Democrat's
first, losing run for attorney general in 1994.

LA PLATA, Md. — Deborah
McCain was hiding in her basement with her husband and six
children when La Plata was
ripped by a deadly tornado, one
of the most powerful in Maryland
history.
"When it was over, I went
upstairs and all you could see was
the sky," said McClain, 41. "The
roof was gone. The wall was gone.
The beds had gone out the window."
Tornado-ravaged cities from
Missouri to Maryland picked up
the pieces yesterday, a day after
an unusually potent batch of
storms plowed across the eastern
half ol the tuition
At least six people were killed,
including three in a pair of hardhit Maryland counties south of
the nation's capital. More than
100 people were injured across
the country and thousands lost
power.
The tornado that hit La Plata
was an F5, the most powerful,
according to a preliminary determination by the National Weather
Service. In Charles County alone,
the twister destroyed six houses
and left a track of damage 24
miles long and 400 yards wide.
Damage still needed to be evaluated in Calvert County.
Under the Fujita scale, a twister
with an F5 rating has winds from
261 mph to 318 mph. Maryland
has never had an F5 and only two
F4s are on record — including
one in 1926 that killed 14 schoolchildren in La Plata.
Gov.
Parris
Glendening
declared a state of emergency for
Charles, Calvert and Dorchester
counties, treeing the National
Guard to help.
Lt. Gov. Kathleen Kennedy
Townsend, who surveyed the
damage from the air, said the tornado appeared to have touched

down "like a bouncing ball."
Among the dead was Margaret
Albey, 74, whose small, woodframe home lay in the storm's
path. Her body was found under
a couch alongside her 77-year-old
husband, George, who survived.
Another victim, William Erickson
It, died in a house collapse
The tornado also destroyed an
elementary school.
Public
schools in Calvert County were
closed yesterday and will be
closed again Today.
The roof caved in at the Rock
Church, which put up a small,
temporary sign reading "Rock
Church. God is still in controL Call
for prayer."
The storms struck states
throughout the Tennessee and
Ohio valleys on Sunday before
hitting Maryland. The northern
edge of the system brought heavy
snow to Wisconsin and
Minnesota.
Elsewhere Sunday, a tornado
plowed through the small town of
Marble Hill, Ma, sucking a 12year-old boy out of a friend's
home and hurling him to his
death. At least 16 people were
injured and several homes were
destroyed.
At least 30 people were injured
in Providence and Irvington, Ky.,
where a 32-year-old man died
when he was thrown from his
mobile home.
Dozens were injured in southern Illinois and a 69-year-old
woman was found dead outside
her home in Dongola.
Two tornadoes touched down
in western New York, destroying a
two-storv home, earage and bam
60 miles south of Rochester. Tears
welled up in Frank Calcagno's
eyes as he looked at what was left
of the home he grew up in.
"I'm still in a state of shock." he
said.

HOURS:
Mon- Frl

9am- spm
Saturday
9am- ipm

UNITS GOING FASTI

Students accepted in the program
will enroll either in IPC 490A or in
a one-unit independent study course
in their home department

For more information
contact
J. Michael Sproule, Director,
School of Communication Studies,
302 West Hall
(or by email, jmsprou@bgnet.bgsu.edu)
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Bosnia High school student kills teacher, self
SARAJEVO, Bosnia-Herzegovina (AP) — A high school
student in eastern Bosnia shot and killed one teacher
and wounded another yesterday before fatally shooting himself in the country's first such school attack,
police said.
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US. forces getting weapons left by Taliban
By Kathy Carman
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

TALAK, Afghanistan — Hushing
out Taliban warriors is a difficult
task, but U.S. special forces are
putting a dent in their weapons
supplies, lust last week, a U.S. convoy roared into this village in eastem Afghanistan, searched two
houses, dug up a garden and
found three truckloads of weapons
and ammunition left by the
Taliban.
The munitions had been there
since just after the Sept 11 terror
attacks in the United States.
Taliban commander Jalaluddin
Haqqani came to Talak, 12 miles
north of Khost with the cache of
weapons and handed it over to his
trusted commander, Alef Khan,
said Khan's cousin
"The Taliban came and said to
keep the ammunition safe,"
recalled Mohammed Hadi, the
commander's cousin "They said
they would come back for it" But
they never returned.
A convoy of U.S. special forces
came and took away the cache last
week.
"There was a lot of ammunition.

They went from one house and
then to another and put everything
into the trucks. They even dug up
the weapons that had been buried.
They took everything," said
Mohammed Attiq, a resident of the
sun-parched village, its mud and
straw houses scattered among
drought ravaged fields.
Attiq said Alef Khan told the U.S.
special forces of his weapons stash
after two of eastern Afghanistan's
warlords, Bacha Khan Zardran and
Zakim Khan, both approached
him for the weapons.
"He thought, 'If I give to one, the
other will be angry' So instead he
called the Americans to come and
take it away," said Attiq.
Scores of U.S. special forces are
stationed in Khost and Gardez in
eastern Afghanistan, cities where
rival warlords wage artillery duels,
park their tanks on street comers
and hide their men behind sandbag bunkers.
These same warlords are the
anti-Taliban soldiers on whom the
U.S.-led coalition is relying to help
it find Taliban and al-Qaida members.
Eastern Afghanistan is consid-

ered a hotbed of Taliban resistance
and a likely hide-out of al-Qaida
fugitives. Its mountains run along
the border with Pakistan, where
U.S. forces are conducting raids of
suspected al-Qaida and Taliban
hide-outs in joint operations with
.
the Pakistan military.
The Pakistani authorities have
been reluctant to discuss the U.S.
military presence in its deeply conservative tribal belt, where most
tribesmen share the same ideology
as the deposedTaliban and openly
Say they would harbor them.
Resistance to Pakistan's joining
the United States in its war on terror has been strongest from the
4
tribal belt, where most people are
armed, follow tribal law and resent
interference even from Pakistan's
central government
There have been reports that
.&
Osama bin Laderis lieutenant,
Ayman Al Zawahri, an Egyptian, is
hiding in the mountains of eastern
Afghanistan and routinely crossing
into Pakistan's tribal belt Zawahri
Associated Press Photo
was convicted in absentia of murdering Egypt's Anwar Sadat and FOUND: Afghan villager Mohammed Attiq shows a field in Talak, eastern Afghanistan, where U.S. special forces found weapons left behind by Taliban forces.
sentenced to death.

Check us out...
www.BGNews.com

VILLAGE GREEN
APARTMENTS
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Attention College Students!

Help
Wanted

V^W.W

Bowling Green State University Dining Services
is seeking BGSU College students
to work beginning May 13th - Fall 2002

Am
age mem

NOTE: May 13th - Fall 2002 work is based on level of
business, work is NOT guaranteed during this time frame.

Duties Include:
Serving Food & Utility Tasks
Pay Rate: $6.20 per hour

2 bedroom unfurnished apartments
August 2002
2 Blocks from
Campus
480 Lehman

354-3533

BGSU

1

Mid Am Manor
Houses for Rent:
641 Third St.
225 Lehman (4 bdrm)
702 l/! E
702 Third St.
^sVM4
Wooster
839 Fourth St. _X C*H?^ 702 >h Sixth St.
704 i/j Sixth St.
Charlestown Apis.
710 Scott Hamilton
730 Scott Hamilton
Call or stop by our office today!
Mid Am Management
641 Third St. #4 • 352-4380

- • '■'■'

VILLAGE
GREEN
APIS

MECCA
Management Inc.

Now Signing Leases for
- 2002-2003 Listing

Brand New
Hillsdale

2 Bedroom
Apartments

Coming for August 16 MOVE IN

1082 Fairview Ave.

2 Bdrm Apts.
A/C, Dishwasher,
Garbage Disposal,
Washer/Dryer Hookups
Starting at $680/mo. + utilities

Management Inc.

Heinzsite ApartirvnK 710 N. Enterprise
A/C, Dishwasher, Disposal, Starts at

$710/month + utilities
Hillsdale Apartments 1082 Fairview
A/C, Dishwasher, Disposal, Starts at
$680/month + utilities
Parkview Apartmpnts 1048 N. Main
Remodeled, Dishwasher. Disposal,
Starts at $500/monlh + electric

Heinzsite Apartments 710 N. Enterprise
A/C, Dishwasher, Disposal, Starts at
S410/month * utilities
Hillsdale Apartments 1082 Fairview
A/C, Dishwasher. Disposal, Starts at
S3907 month ♦ utilities
Wlllnw MgiM Ap"*""-"'" 830 Fourth Street
A/C Remodeled, Dishwasher. Disposal,
Starts at $400/month + electric and gas
Evergreen Apartments 215 E Poe
Emberoea and large 1 bdrmy targe living area,
on-site laundry. Starts at $2507 month

Stop by our office at 1045 N. Main or call 419-353-5800 • http://www.wcnet.org/-mecca/

Applications are available at the Cashier
stand at Kreischer, McDonald, Founders
and Commons Dining Centers, the Galley,
and the Bowen-Thompson Student Union
Questions? Email UDSC@bgnet.bgsu.edu
Attention Summer Scheduling or call Michelle
@ Dining Services 372-9291
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US. regains UN. Human Rights seat
By Edith M. Lederer
IHE ASSOCIATED PRESS

UNITED NATIONS — A year
after the humiliating loss of a seat
it held for over 50 years, the
United States won election yesterday to the U.N. Human Rights
Commission — but so did
Zimbabwe, Ukraine and China,
which have poor human rights
records.
The ' 54-member
U.N.
Economic and Social Council
approved an uncontested slate of
candidates from Western nations
that included the United States.
As a result, the United States will
be back on the commission for
three years starting on Jan. 1.
The U.S. ouster — after it had
been on the commission since it
was established in 1947 — exacerbated U.S.-U.N. relations,
caused an outcry in Washington,
and led to intensive behind-thescenes lobbying by the Bush
administration to get back on the
Geneva-based panel.
But Human Rights Watch said
yesterday's election of 15 new
members will add to the crisis
evident at the commission's
recent annual meeting where
members failed to criticize rights
abuses in many countries.
"The number of governments
on the commission with poor
human rights records has
increased, and this is the major
worry," said loanna Weschler,
U.N. representative for Human
Rights Watch. "Abusive governments are fighting to prevent the
commission from monitoring
and criticizing the abusers."
Weschler said the crisis will
likely deepen, especially with the

920 E. Wooslrr - Avail alter 5/24/02
ACROSS FROM KOHL HALL
IR bdrm. clean. Turn apl, private ofl
street parking & laundry Lit
FREE <;AS. WATER. & SEWER
9 Mem 1 ..MM- $795.00
12 Man. 1 ™ $695.00
OK for group of four!
PRIME LOCATION - HURRY THESE WILL NOT LAST LONG!!!
1024 E. Wooster: K.. Room Avail
After 8714/02 - ACROSS FROM
KOHL HALL - Huge 2br. clean,
part furn. Apt. Lg UH. plenty storage space, private off st. parking, &
laundrv facility
FREE (JAS, WATER & SEWER
9 Mon. Lease $650.00
12 Mon. Lease $550.00 -

election of Zimbabwe. China was
also re-elected, and Ukraine,
which has human rights problems, defeated Hungary by a slim
margin of 28 to 26 votes.
There is now "a pretty powerful
bloc" of countries that abuse
human rights and that operate as
a bloc, she said, citing Algeria.
Bahrain, Congo, Libya, Sudan,
Russia, Syria, Togo, Uganda and
Vietnam.
Welcoming the U.S. return to
the U.N.'s top human rights body,
State Department spokesman
Richard Boucher complained
that the commission "failed to
address gross violations of
human rights in China,
Chechnya, Iran and Zimbabwe.''
"Experience has shown that
the commission stands up for
human rights most successfully
when the United States is a full
voting member," he said.
But Weschler said if the United
States were a member during the
six-week session that ended
Friday, "not a single vote would
have had a different outcome."
"Unless the United States
decides to fight actively to restore
the commission's core functions
of investigating, publicizing and
criticizing human rights violations, its return as a member will
not have an impact on this crisis,"
she warned.
At the recent meeting in
Geneva, the commission failed
even to discuss reported repression in China It dropped its criticism of Russian abuses in
Chechnya. It voted the end a
long-running investigation into
Iran and blocked moves to examine alleged abuses in Zimbabwe.

Cla-Zel Theatre
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Downtown B.G '353-1361
wwwcla-zel com

To the outrage of human rights
groups, a Mexican-sponsored
resolution calling for anti-terrorist measures to conform with
international humanitarian law
was withdrawn in the meeting's
closing hours. The United States
— criticized for its treatment of
al-Qaida suspects at the U.S.
naval base at Guantanamo Bay,
Cuba, and its detention without
trial of Mideast nationals who
have violated visa regulations —
lobbied against the resolution.
U.N. High Commissioner for
Human Rights Mary Robinson
called the meeting "very worrying," saying she was concerned
about trends to weaken the commission's role as a defender of liberties.
The commission did pass a resolution calling on Cuba to grant
its citizens individual liberties,
which Boucher welcomed, praising Latin American countries for
sponsoring it.
The U.S. return to the commission was virtually assured in
March when Italy and Spain
pulled out of the running for
seats. That cleared the way for the
United States to announce its
candidacy as part of an uncontested slate that included
Australia, Germany and Ireland
for the West European and Others
Group.
"Human rights is a cornerstone
of
U.S.
foreign
policy,"
Ambassador Sichan Siv, U.S. representative to the Economic and
Social Council, said immediately
after the vote. "We have spoken,
and we continue to speak on the
issue, whether we are on the
commission or not."

As a full member again, Siv said
the United States wiH be able to
introduce resolutions that it was
unable to do as an observer during the past year.
The loss of a seat last year was
blamed on numerous problems:
an abundance of European candidates, the absence of a permanent ambassador, U.S. withdraw
al from the Kyoto climate change
treaty, U.S. plans to build a
national missile defense system,
and U.S. refusal to ratify the treaty
creating an international criminal court.
The
Human
Rights
Commission makes studies and
recommendations for the protection and promotion of human
rights, either on its own initiative
or at the request of the U.N.
General Assembly or its powerful
Security Council
Under U.N. rules, regional
groups decide who fills seats on
U.N. bodies. The United States is
one of 29 countries in its group.
Last year, the group had four
candidates for three seats and the
United States lost to France,
Austria and Sweden in a secret
ballot
In Monday's election, Burkina
Faso,
Gabon,
Swaziland,
Zimbabwe, Argentina, Brazil and
Paraguay also faced no opposition.
Among Asian states, there were
four candidates for three seats
and China, Japan and Sri Lanka
won over the United Arab
Associated Press Photo
Emirates. Ukraine won the
SPEAKING:
The
United
States
Ambassador
on
the
Economic
and
Eastern European seat in the only
Social Council, Sichun Siv speaks to the media.
other contested election.

HOUSES AVAILABLE 2002-2003
ALL HOUSFS HAVE ONE YEAR LEASES
AVAILABLE May 18, 2002 to May 10, 2003

Amelie

R

6:00

Gosfondftrk

Rentals
!!' s Main Si
152 ,iG20

8:15

R

v.WU IHA.loM l< lll\ .Hill

722 EIGHTH • 3 BR. A-frame. Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars.
$550.00 per month payable in 11 monthly installments of
$590.00. Tenants pay utilities.

vegetarian cafe &
Health Food store

AVAILABLE August 22, 2002 to August 18, 2003

175 N. Main St.. Bowling Green

c

719 ELM - 3 BR, garage, central air. $900 per month.
Deposit $900. Tenants pay utilities. Tenants responsible for
lawn mowing.

Vegan Products 'Organic Produce & Bulk
Food 'Special Diets 'Envlro-Frlendly
Cleaning Products & Cosmetics

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
RENTAL OFFICE 419-354-2260
319 E. WOOSTER ST.
(across from Taco Bell)

)

20% off Dine-in only
Good till 6/19/02

°f^y Take summer classes at Owens!
You Can Afford!
517 F. REED At Thursun. One Bedroom. 1 Bath, Furnished or

V

Then, transfer
the credits
directly back to
your university!

Unfurnished. School Year - Two Person Rale - $540 00
One Year - Two Person Rate - $450.00
521 E. MERRY Close to Oflehhauer. Furnished one bath
School Year - Two Person Rate - $685.00
One Year - Two Person Rate - $570 00
451 THURSTIN Acrws from Oflenhauer Furnished Efficiencies
with full bath.
School Year- One Person Rate- $380.00.
One Year- One Person Rate- $340.00.
505 CLOUGH - Campus Manor. Two Bedroom Furnished. One Bath
Plus Vanity School Year - Two Person Rate - $650.00
One Year - Two Person Rate - $560 00

449-455 S ENTERPRISE One Bedroom Fun, or Unfum.
School Year - One Person Rate $420.00
One Year - One Person Rale - $370.00
720 SECOND One Bedroom Furnished.
School Year - One Person Rale - $420.00
One Year • One Person Rate - $365 00
707.711.715. 719. 723. 727 THIRD One Bedroom Unfurnished and Furnished
School Year - Furnished - One Person ■ $395 00
One Year ■ Furnished - One Person - $350.00
402 Hlf.H - Two Bedrooms, I Balh, Fum. or Unfurn.
School Year ■ Furnished - Two Person - $590.00
One Year Furnished - Two Person - $475.00
825 THIRD One Bedroom Furnished. 1 Bath.
School Year • One Person Rate • $45000
One Year - One Person Rate - $400.00
701 FOURTH - Two Bedroom Furnished. I Bath Plus Vanity in BR
School Year - Two Person Rate - $620.00
One Year - Two Person Rate - $52000

Check out Summer classes at
www.owens.edu

Get ahead and graduate early!

835 FOURTH
Two Bedrooms Furnished 1 1/2 Baths.
School Year - Two Person Rate - $580.00
One Year - Two Person Rate $480.00
649 SIXTH . Two Bedrooms. 1 Bath. Vanity In Hall
School Year-Furnished - Two Person Rale - $560.00
One Year-Furnished ■ Two Person Rate - $470.00
802 SIXTH - Two Redmom, Dishwasher. l.Bath Plus Vanity
School Year - Furnished ■ Two Person Rate - $610 00
One Year - Furnished - Two Person Rate - $510.00
MO 850 SIXTH Rock Ledge Manor.
Two Bedrooms. 2 Full Baths. Dishwashers
School Year - Furnished - Two Person Rate - $610.00
One Year ■ Furnished - Two Person Rate - $530 00
841 EIGHTH -Two Bedroom Furnished or Unfurnished

Catch up on your schedule!

You can download an
application and register
for Owens classes
over the Internet!

Make up for a past class and
improve your GPA!

School Year- Two Person Rate- $550.00
One Year- Two Person Rate-$470.00
724 S. College • Cambridge Commons Two Bedroom Unfurnished.
I 1/2 Baths. Dishwashers School Year ■ Two Person Rate - $640.00
One Year - Two Person Rate - $530.00

We have many other units available Stop In the Rental
Otfke for a complete brochure..

Call JOHN NEWLOVE
REAL ESTATE, INC.
Rental Office 354-2260

For Your Convenience We Are Located
At 319 E. Wooster Street, acroasfrom Taco Bell

Choose from three
convenient sessions:
June 10-August 2,
June 10-July 12 or
July 1 - August 2

WENS
r! COMMUNITY
COLLEGE
Call 1 -800-GO OWENS, Ext. 7777 today!
Owens Community College • Just 15 miles north of Bowling Green, right off I-75!
\

.
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Israelis say Arafafs confinement is over
ByCrnMyn
THE

ASSOCIATED PRESS

RAMALLAH. West Bank —
Israel said yesterday that a breakthrough agreement had set
Yasser Arafat free after five
months confined to his compound, but the Palestinian leader
stayed put for fear Israeli forces
would storm the building and
seize wanted militants inside.
Still, if the agreement sticks,
one of three tense confrontations
should be resolved in the coming
days.
But a U.N. fact-finding to the
lenin refugee camp is stalled.
Israel is effectively keeping the
team from arriving, saying it fears
an anti-Israel bias that will produce a highly critical report on
Israel's military operation in the
camp. Palestinians called on the
United Nations to send the team
immediately, claiming Israel is
trying to cover up the killings of
large numbers of civilians, something Israel strongly denies.
U.N. Secretary-General Kofi
Annan said yesterday that was
"very urgent that we go in, find
out what happened, and put all
the rumors and the accusations
behind us"
U.N. officials said the Israeli
Cabinet was expected to make a
decision yesterday. Israel is seeking changes in the team's composition and mandate.
Meanwhile, at the Church of

the Nativity in Bethlehem, an
Israeli sniper killed a Palestinian
militiaman when he walked into
a courtyard of the compound, the
army said. Talks there were deadlocked yesterday on the crisis at
the church, where more than 200
Palestinians are holed up inside,
many of them armed.
Israel
had
rejected
a
Palestinian offer that 30 gunmen
in the church be sent to the Gaza
Strip and the Palestinians turned
down an Israeli proposal that the
men be tried in Israel or exiled
abroad.
Late yesterday, Palestinian
negotiator Imad Natshe said the
two sides would meet again on
Tuesday, and Secretary of State
Colin Powell said in Washington
that he expected the standoff
could end soon
"I think there is a solution,"
Powell said, providing no details.
U.S. and Israeli officials said privately it probably would be based
on Israel's proposal to offer the
terror suspects holed up in the
Church of the Nativity a choice of
exile or trial in Israel. "I think it
will be resolved in the near
future," Powell said.
And in the latest Israeli military incursion, tanks and troops
poured into Hebron in search of
militants,
leaving
nine
Palestinians dead in the West
Bank town of Hebron.
In Ramallah, (he crisis at

Arafat's headquarters appeared
near conclusion, bul final details
were still being worked out.
Israeli tanks and armored personnel carriers remained parked
inside Arafat's compound, and
sealed off city streets for several
blocks in every direction.
Israel and the Palestinians both
agreed Sunday to a U.S. proposal
that restores Arafat's freedom of
movement, and in exchange, six
wanted men inside the compound will be imprisoned in a
Palestinian jail, watched over by
U.S. and British officials.
Under the plan, the six would
be transferred to the West Bank
town of Jericho, said Palestinian
Information Minister Yasser Abed
Rabbo. The minister said yesterday the six would be moved within 48 hours
A makeshift Palestinian court
has convicted four of the men of
killing Israeli Cabinet Minister
Rehavam Zeevi last October. The
fifth man is the leader of the political faction that claimed responsibility for the killing and the sixth
is an Arafat aide suspected of
orchestrating a large arms smuggling operation.
Israel and the U.S. State
Department both said Arafat was
now free to go where he likes,
including trips outside the
Palestinian territory.
"Today, Arafat can go where he
chooses," said Israeli Defense

Minister Binyamin Ben-Eliezer.
State Department spokesman
Richard Boucher issued a similar
statement: "He's free to go when
and wherever he wants to go."
The Palestinians, however, said
Arafat was not actually free and
that if he tried to leave before the
prisoners were transferred, Israel
would seize the six men from the
building.
The exact details of how the
deal would work were sketchy.
However, it appeared the first
step would be to move the six
wanted men to lericho. Then, the
Israeli troops are expected to
withdraw, and finally, the
Palestinian leader would emerge
from his battered compound.
Israel clamped down on Arafat
at the beginning of December,
barring him from leaving
Ramallah until he handed over
those accused of Zeevi's killing.
Arafat made a couple brief trips
out of his compound and into the
city, but worked and slept at his
office building.
Israel gave its consent to ending Arafat's confinement with the
understanding that the United
States, in turn, would stand by
Israel's side in an increasingly
tense showdown with the United
Nations over the fact-finding
team, government officials said.
Israel's deputy defense minister, Dalia Rabin-Pelossof, said she
believed "some sort of agreement

was reached, some sort of deal,
according to which (Prime
Minister) Ariel Sharon gave up on
his insistence that Arafat be isolated in his headquarters ... and
we win U.S. backing concerning
our reservations on the issue of
the U.N. committee"
Israel has said it fears the (earn
harbors an anti-Israel bias and
has effectively kept them from
arriving from Switzerland. Israel
wants the inquiry to concentrate
on the Palestinian terror infrastructure in the Jenin camp and
demands that team members
have expertise on military issues
and anti-terrorism.
Israel says it waged eight days
of heavy fighting in the camp to
root out militants, estimating that
about 50 Palestinians were killed,
most of them hard-core fighters
Meanwhile, Israeli forces took
over Hebron early yesterdayday,
with tanks and armored personnel carriers driving in from all
directions.
Nine Palestinians, including six
civilians, were killed by Israeli fire,
Palestinian witnesses said. In the
bloodiest incident, a missile fired
from an Israeli helicopter hit a
one-story house, killing a gunman and four civilians. Two more
civilians who rushed to the scene
to try to help were killed by helicopter fire, witnesses said.
In downtown Hebron, Israeli
troops lined up dozens of

Palestinian men against a wall,
handcuffing and blindfolding
them. Several of the men knelt on
the pavement, as Israeli troops
stood guard. In previous incursions, Israel detained large numbers of people for questioning,
and released most after several
days.
Ben-Eliezer said troops arrested 17 Palestinians in Hebron,
including several high on Israel's
wanted list, and found two suitcases filled with explosives, as
well as a car bomb ready for detonation.
Ben-Eliezer said troops wouldn't stay long. "We went there to hit
that infrastructure (of terror
groups) and to get out quickly,"
he said.
The Hebron incursion followed the weekend attack on the
nearby Jewish settlement of
Adora, in which four Israelis,
including a 5-year-old girl, were
killed. The militant Islamic group
Hamas claimed responsibility for
that attack.
Palestinian Cabinet Minister
Saeb Erekat said Israel acted in
bad faith by sending troops into
Hebron. "The moment we
accepted the American proposal
(on Arafat's confinement), we
have an incursion into Hebron,"
Erekat said. "Every time we show
good will... Israel slaps us in the
face."

Two brothers' dream of selling beer falls flat
used to chum out a thousand cases
of beer a week Now, theyre filling
TAYBEH, West Bank —The two orders for about 200 cases a week
Palestinian brothers moved back —an 80 percent drop
The blow to their business is a
from Boston to their West Bank village with a dream—to make good symbol of sorts of what has hapbeer in an independent Palestinian pened to Palestinian plans for
stalehood.
state.
The Khourys are among a small
The dream has gone flat: proinfluential
group of
duction of their popular Taybeh but
microbrew has idled during 19 Palestinians who returned from the
months of battles between Israelis United States after the Oslo peace
and Palestinians, along with their process began in 1993 and held out
the vision of two states, Israel and
hope of statehood
"We're back to square one. Zero," Palestine The affluent returnees set
said 42-year-old Nadim Khoury up businesses, opened medical
over the hum of huge stainless steel clinics and invested money.
tanks in the dim, damp brew
Nearly a decade later, peace has
house. He and his brother David not arrived. Suicide bombers blow
By Jason Keyset
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BRAND NIW HOUSCS
AVAILABLE FALL 2002
BurrwQod Subdivision

*

• 3 & 4 Bedroom Houses
•1-1 car garages w/ automatic
openers
• Microwaves, garbage disposals,
dishwashers
•washer 81 dryer in every home
•walk in closets, ample storage
• 2 blocks from campus w/
shuttle service
• Starting at $1200.00 (limit 3 people)

up Israelis in their streets, and
Israeli tanks plunge into Palestinian
cities hunting militants
The Khoury brothers left Taybeh
for Boston in the late 1970s to study
business administration. After
classes they worked at Blanchard's
Liquor in the city's Jamaica Plain
neighborhood. Nadim began tinkering with home brew kits and
when he would visit friends in the
West Bank they would taste his
beers. They loved them.
Back in Jamaica Plain, their
friend James Koch had turned out
the first batch of Samuel Adams
beer, now owned by the Boston
Beer Co, which brews more trian 1
million barrels a year.

Hoping to match the success,
Nadim studied brewing and he
and his brother returned to the
West Bank with their wives and
children and opened the Taybeh
Brewing Co. in 1995 in the
Christian village near Ramallah
The Palestinians had no beer
industry, "So I figured if 1 make a
brewery III be making history in
Palestine" said Nadim, who speaks
with a hint of Boston accent
Israelis came to tour the brewery
in Taybeh, which means "tasty" in
Arabic The brothers built links with
Israeli
winemakers
Rabbi
Avraham Gisser, of the nearby
Jewish settlement of Ofra, even certified the beer kosher, opening up

new markets in Israeli bars and
shops
Most Palestinians are Muslim
and the observant shun alcohol.
But in Ramallah. golden Taybeh
flowed from taps in humming
nightspots and jazz clubs
The Khourys built a large house
in nearby Taybeh. where church
steeples rise from terraced fields of
olive trees and Murals with brown
beer bottles are painted on village
bus shelters here In a region suffering from chronic unemployment,
they created 12 jobs.
Then things began to go wrong
Peace negotiations fell apart in
mid-2000, and that September
fighting began. Israeli soldiers

blockaded Palestinian cities.
Khourys and their beer truck wen;
stuck
"Living here, it's like living in
end of nowhere," Nadim said.
With Palestinian cities virtu:
shut down, they haul beer 01
occasionally to a few bars ana
hotels in Arab parts of Jerusalem
and in the Israeli coastal towns of
Haifa and Jaffa. Some Israeli I sirs
stopped selling the beer. Others
have asked the brothers to cover
the keg labels, worrying thai lewish
customers would be offended by
the sale of a Palestinian beer.
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IS RUNNING OUT!

211 State St.: Two-three bedroom
unfurnished house. Living room with
fireplace. Eat in kitchen. Den. Two-car garage.
Large yard. Central air. Resident pays all
utilities. Zoned for no more than three
unrelated people. $880.00 per month for a
12 month lease

NEWL9VE

407 S. Enterprise #C: One bedroom unfurnished apartment.
Single story building with patio and private entrance. A courtyard to plant flowers or a small garden. Gas heat Resident
pays gas ft electric FREE WATER ft SEWER. $400.00 per month
lor a 12 month lease
401 S. Enterprise »A ft 407 S. Enterprise »B: Two bedroom
unfurnished apartments. Single story building with patios and
private entrances. A courtyard to plant flowers or a small garden. Gas heat. Resident pays gas ft electric. FREE WATER ft
SEWER. $465.00 per month for a 12 month leas.
#B available now!

NEWI9VE
Rentals

Rentals
HOIK:

332 S. Main

US F..WO0STIR ST.
BOWUNG GRKN, OH W02

M-F
9am- 5pm
Sat
9am- 1pm

352-5620
www.newloverealty.com

UHH-WB

SAVE WMLE THE

SUN SHINES.
126

GREENBRIAR

Historic Milliken Hotel
101 S. Main Street
• Renovated and Remodeled
•Efficiencies
•One Bedroom Apartments
•A/C, garbage disposals & parking
close to downtown

Rent from $385/mo.
Hours:
M-F 9am-5pm
Sat 9am-lpm

MSEVtbosferSt
BowUngGnmOH 43402
419-352-0717

a»

CM1HM1AJL, IMC
www.wcnrt.org/ - gbrvntal

352-5620
www.ncwloyerealry.com

CUE

Graduate Student Housing

332 S. Man ».

,/2

Liberty:

One bedroom unfurnished
upper duplex near City
Park. Gas heat. Resident
pays all utilities. Cat
okay with references.
$375.00 per month for a
12 month lease.

NEWL°VE

332 S. Main Sf
352-5620
www.newloverealty.com

BG NF.WS
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BRIEFING
Football changes
date of opener

TUESDAY

BGSUfAlCONS COM

Bowling
Green
and
Tennessee Tech University
have agreed to change the date
and starting time of their 2002
season opening football game.
The contest will now be held at
7 p.m., Thursday, Aug. 29.
"I'm excited because it gives
a chance to play in front of a
much larger student crowd,"
said coach Urban Meyer. "I
think by avoiding the holiday
weekend., it should give the
campus and community the
perfect event to kickoff the
2002-03 academic year."

Golfers finish sixth
at MAC tournament
BGSUfAlCONS COM

Hamilton — The Bowling
Green womens golf team finished the three-round MAC
championships on Sunday
with a sixth-place finish. The
Falcons carded a team score of
990 (329-321-340) in the season-ending tournament for
coach Kurt Thomas and his
squad.
Sophomore Jenny Schnipke
was the top Falcon finisher,
ending tied for sixth place
overall. Schnipke had a threeround score of 236 (75-75-86).
She finished day two tied for
third place, but carded a 84 on
Sunday. The two 75-rounds
she began the tournament
with were season-bests for the
Kalida, Ohio, native.
Junior Shelley Binzel ended
tied for 16th place, carding a
245 (82-78-85). For their
efforts, both Schnipke and
Binzel were named SecondTeam All-MAC selections. It
was the second time for both
Binzel and Schnipke to be
named to the MAC second
team.

Baseball to play at
Xavier today
BGSUF41C0NS COM

The Bowling Green baseball
team will attempt to extend its
winning streak to four games
today when it travels to Xavier
University for a 4 p.m. game.
The Falcons, who scored 14
runs in the sixth inning of
Sunday's 20-11 rout of Toledo,
will be looking to improve
upon their 20-18 record. Xavier
comes into the game with a
record of22-22.

Group formed
to save axed
BG men's teams
By Nick Hum
THE BG HEWS

Armed with over 100 pages of
material including athletic budgets, letters of rebuttal and mission statements, a group of concerned parents and alumni
spoke at a press conference
Sunday, discussing possible
alternatives to save the sports
eliminated by the Bowling Green
Athletic Department in March.
"We're looking for solutions as
an answer to this problem," Eric
Peterson, whose son Zerian runs
for the track team said. "We're
trying to keep this as positive as
possible. We think we have some
effective solutions to solve this
problem."
The group, mainly composed
of track parents and alumni, are
also fighting the cause for the
men's swimming and tennis
teams Peterson says they plan to
meet Athletic Director Paul Krebs
Thursday to discuss specific concrete proposals they would not
elaborate on at the press conference. The group said they will
work as long as it takes to work
out an answer and feels confident that they will be able to find
a solution.
"We want to become a national example of how we can successfully address the challenges
of Title K and the reduced government budget constraints that
all universities are faced with,"
Peterson said.
In the material given out to the
media, the group listed possible
NCAA guideline violations as
well, circulating the manner in
which the four sports were
dropped. The group claims that
two NCAA bylaws which pertain
to openness in relationship with
student athletes and maintaining an environment that values
cultural diversity do not follow
the Athletic Department's action.

April 30,
2002
www.bgnews.com/sports
BOWLINE GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

Netters fall in championship
By Zach Baker
IKE BG NEWS

It was the final chapter in a
legacy that has spawned over 30
years, and the book ended with
an exciting — if disappointing —
climax.
The Bowling Green men's tennis team came up just short,
falling 4-3 in the Mid-American
Conference tournament finals to
Ball State University. It was the
final match of the season for
coach Jay Harris' Falcons, and the
final match in BG men's tennis
history.
"V* had a hell of a run, that's all
I can say," said team captain Mike
Kossoff. "I think it was the most
exciting finals match in MAC history, but it just didn't go our way."
The Falcons were led by freshman
Ian Bliss, who defeated Ball State's
Brad Rhodes in three sets (6-4,26,6-4).
"Ian was awesome out there,"
Kossoff said. "He really was hitting
the ball well."
BG also got wins from sophomore Milos Jirout and junior
Nicolas
Lopez-Acevedo.
Sophomore loel Carney was the
last Falcon left on the court after
Bliss won his set, which tied the
match at three Carney faced Ball
State's Matt Laramore.
"I was up 3-0 and just couldn't
get it done," Carney said.
The loss ended the Falcons'
season with a record of 19-11 in
dual-match play.
Bliss' good play in the final
match was in part because of
Kossoff. After being unable to finish a match in the semifinals

against Northern Illinois, Kossoff
went to men's coach Jay Harris
and told him that he may want to
consider playing Bliss instead of
him in the finals.
"I just wanted to do what was
best for the team," Kossoff said. "I
wanted to win the match more
than anything else."
"For my captain to do that
speaks volumes for him and the
commitment he has for the program," Harris said in an article
posted on bgsufalcons.com.
"Mike's a special guy, and he's been
the heart and soul of our program
for four years. That was huge, and
Ian got in there and got a 'W.'"
At the conclusion of the match,
junior Geoff Hiscox was named
MAC Player of the Year, while
Harris was named MAC Coach of
the Year.
"The year was fun, and the overall season was great," Carney said.
"We owe a lot to the fans, the players on the other teams, and everyone else who has supported us. It
has been a great run."
Kossoff mentioned the team's
unity, and how that has helped to
make the season special.
"We are like a family, and we
have nothing to be upset about,"
Kossoff said. "I am not bitter at all.
It has just been an awesome year,
the best one for me. 1 felt like I
played my best tennis this year,
and 1 had a really good time."
The Falcons will scrimmage
with each other at Keefe Courts on
Thursday, and will have their banquet on Sunday, May at the
Student Union. The banquet will
begin at 4 p.m.

File Photo

RETURN: Sophomore Milos Jirout returns a serve during a recent match. The men's team competed
at its last match this past weekend. Ball State defeated the Falcons lor the tournament victory after
the Falcons won the regular season title.

Track runs at
Softball rebounds
Hillsdale,
Drake
by beating Bulls 10-7
By layme Ram son
THE BG NEWS

By Jason A. Diion
THE BG NEWS

An ounce of prevention is
worth a pound of cure And after
the BG softball team suffered
two consecutive defeats with
reoccurring patterns, it was also
worth the Falcons rebounding
with a 10-7 victory in the final
game of their weekend series
with Buffalo.
The motivation for redemption was twofold. In the opening
game the Falcons used consistent pitching from senior Jessie
Milosek to tame the Bulls, while
taking a 1-0 lead into the seventh.
However, BG's inability to add
to the one-run lead with the
bases loaded in the bottom of
the sixth proved to be costly, as
Buffalo began to show signs of
life.
When Julie Hibner reached
first base on a misplayed
grounder she was the first to
after the Falcons seated nine
consecutive batters. Dominique
Jones' bunt put runners on second and third following a high
throw to first on the play. Then,
Milosek hit Jessica Kensey, leaving the bases loaded with no
outs.
Milosek retired the next batter,
but Marce Ross brought the
tying run home with a shot to
right field. Melissa Pace scored
the go-ahead run as the Falcons
committed their fourth error of
the inning With no hits in the
seventh, BU had taken a 2-1
lead. Breanne Nasti's grand slam
to left field quickly erased that
statistic and gave the Bulls a 6-1
victory.
Junior libby Vbshell felt that
the Falcons seventh-inning collapse did not affect the team's
psyche heading into the second
contest.
"We were really disappointed
with the outcome of game one,
because we felt like we had done
everything to win all the way up

Ben Smnter BG News

DELIVERY: Junior McKenna Houle pitches to a baiter from
Buffalo at Sunday's game. The Falcons won 10-7.
until the end," Vbshell said. "After lowed by another from Ann
the loss, we still felt pretty confi- Magur before McKenna Houle
dent about our chances in game came on in relief for Center to
end the inning At the bottom of
two."
Nevertheless, the second the fifth, Jenifer Kemahan singame of Saturday's doublehead- gled home Machain to bring BG
er seemingly became a micro- even at 4-4.
cosm of the first. The Falcons
The two teams remained tied
took a 2-0 lead when Kandice until the seventh when Magur,
Machain and Natalie Philips who went 4-for-4, tripled to
scored on two illegal pitches. The score Nasti and Melissa Pace.
two would score again in the Magur came around for an
third, giving the Falcons a 4-0 insurance run off of an Allison
Round grounder, completing
lead.
Just when BG was getting the 7-4 victory.
comfortable with the four run
"I think everyone was shocked
advantage, the Bulls made their that the same thing happened
move. This time it was a fifth- twice Our feeling was just one of
inning rally that gave UB the astonishment," Vbshell said. "I
lead, as a one-out single put a don't think you anticipate those
runner on first and consecutive . kind of things happening, espewalks by senior Andrea Center cially twice in the same day"
loaded the bases for Nasti.
Her two-run double was folSOFTBALL PAGE 11

Bowling Green's men's and
women's track and field teams
competed at the Gina Relays this
past weekend at Hillsdale
College while some members of
the men's team traveled to the
Drake Relays in Iowa. Team scoring was not tallied at either meet.
At the Hillsdale meet the men
were led by a first-place finish in
the 4xl00-meter relay with a
time of 42.35. Also leading the
Falcons was junior Zerian
Peterson who ran to a secondplace finish in the 200-meter
dash with a time of 22.18 and a
fourth-place finish in the 400meter run with a time of 48.39.
Junior Keith Battle was third in
the 200 behind Peterson with a
time of 22.81.
"The weather really didn't
cooperate with us at either place
this weekend," said coach
Sterling Martin. "I was really
pleased with the distance runners at Hillsdale."
Other Falcons who placed in
their events at 1 lillsdale included
junior Bryan Gardner with a
fifth-place finish in the high
jump and a mark of 1.930
me:ers, lunior Travis Hobbs tied
for sixth place in the 800-meter
run with a time of 1:56.30. Senior
Pat Kania placed eighth in the
hammer throw with a mark of
51.320 meters.
The Falcons ran into harsh
weather at the Drake Relays as
well, but still competed.
"Andre George ran about 53.5
in the 400 hurdles in a great
field," said Martin. "Drew
Downey vaulted right around 16
feet again, and he's getting very
consistent in that range which
scores in conference every year."
The men's team will compete
at the Central Collegiate
Championships this weekend in
Mount Pleasant, Mich., against
some of the top Mid-American
Conference teams.
The women's team compiled a
plethora of first place finishes at
Hillsdale including two victories

by senior Lori Williams. Williams
won the discus with a mark of
47.710 meters and the hammer
throw with a mark of 54.440
meters. Her mark in the hammer
throw was a new meet record as
well as one of her best throws
this season.
"Lori had a near-season best
in the hammer, and she also
placed third at the Perm Relays
last Thursday," said coach Scon
Sehmann.
Two other Falcons took first
place in their events. Sophomore
Tamika Dixon won the 400meter event with a time of 56.30
and classmate Alicia Taylor won
the 100-meter hurdles with a
time of 14.54.
"Tamika Dixon's time was a
season best and Alicia Taylor ran
a really solid race to win the 100
hurdles she was running into a
head wind," Sehmann said.
The field events were once
again the strong suit for the
Falcons, lunior Mary Wtllems
placed second in the hammer
throw behind Williams with a
mark of 52.770 meters. Willems
also placed sixth in the shot put
with a throw of 13.380 meters
and sixth in the discus with a
mark of 38.170 meters. Willems
set a new personal record in the
hammer. In the shot put, sophomore Kerri McClung placed
third with a mark of 13.530
meters and junior Chassity
Gulley placed eighth with a
throw of 12.620 meters. Senior
Brooke Allen placed fifth in the
javelin with a throw of 37.172
meters, lunior Bridget Kozy
placed eighth in the high jump
with a mark of 1.630 meters.
BG also fared well in the running events. The 4xl00-meter
relay placed third with a time of
49.67. Junior Joy Echler ran a
4:40.44 in the 1500-meter run,
good enough for third place.
Sophomore Ellen Alkire placed
fifth in the 400-meter dash with a
time of 57.40 and senior
Christine Thompson placed fifth
TRACK. PAGE 11
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IHE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Cooper, 19, was stopped
hours after the Buckeyes played
their annual intrasquad scrimmage at Ohio Stadium to conclude spring workouts. The 6foot, 225-pound junior —
expected to contend for a starting position this fall — was the
fourth-leading tackier in the
game with three solo and two
assisted tackles.
According to the arrest report,
Cooper was driving without a
license and gave officers permission to retrieve a temporary
permit from his glove compartment.
The handgun and a plastic
bag containing 12 white pills,
which officers later determined
was Ecstasy, were hidden in the
center console, police said. An
officer found a marijuana pipe
in the passenger side door handle, the report said.
"The decisions he has made
have made it necessary to
revoke his privilege of participating in the sport," Tressel said.
One of Cooper's two passengers, Jeffrey Howells, 24, of
Columbus, was charged with
possession of drug paraphernalia. The other passenger, an
Ohio State student, was not
charged.
If Cooper appeals being
barred from campus, Ohio
State's student affairs office will
determine if he should be
allowed back on campus.
"One of the things we will
have to determine is whether he
is a continuing threat to other
members of the university com-

COLUMBUS — Linebacker
Marco Cooper was suspended
from the Ohio State football
team and barred from campus
yesterday following his arrest on
felony charges of drug abuse
and carrying a concealed
weapon.
The junior from Detroit is
accused of having a 9 mm
handgun, ammunition and
Ecstasy pills hidden in his sport
utility vehicle when he was
stopped by police for a traffic
violation on Saturday night.
In a statement released by the
university, head coach lim
Tressel said, "While I sail have
not been able to talk to Marco,
based upon the information I
do have, he will not be a member of the Ohio State football
team in 2002. And the outcome
of the legal process will determine if the suspension goes
beyond that period of time."
Cooper also was suspended
by the university's Office of
Student Affairs. He has three
days to appeal that ruling,
which prevents him from
attending classes or being on
campus without permission
from university authorities.
Earlier Monday, Cooper was
released on $5,000 bond after
spending two nights in the
Franklin County jail He kept his
head down and showed no
emotion as Franklin County
Municipal Court ludge lames
Green added a $500 bond on
misdemeanor traffic charges.
A preliminary hearing was set

SOFTBALL FROM PAGE 11

munity," said Bill Hall, vice president for student affairs. "Given
the fact that there's a weapon
involved, it's going to be looked
at very seriously. That takes it to
an entirely different leveL"
Cooper is the fourth Ohio
State player to run into trouble
with the law since Tressel
became head coach in January
2001 with a mandate to clean
up the off-field antics of the
Buckeyes.
Starting comerback Derek
Ross was sentenced to 30 days
in jail for speeding and then giving the officer a false name. He
was suspended from practice
last spring but played last season, electing to leave school a
year early for the NFL draft. He
was taken in the third round by
the Dallas Cowboys 10 days ago
Two days before Ohio State
was to play Illinois last
November, starting quarterback
Steve Bellisari was arrested for
drunken driving He was suspended indefinitely, and missed
the Illinois game, but the suspension was lifted three days
later.
He did not see action against
Michigan in the regular-season
finale but played most of Ohio
State's Outback Bowl loss to
South Carolina. He later served
a weekend in jail.
Two months ago, redshirt
freshman linebacker Redgie
Arden, since moved to tight end,
pleaded guilty to drunken driving in his hometown of
Ironton, Ohio. He was sentenced to three days in jail and
fined.

Sunday's game marked
Senior Day for Holly Frantz,
Rebekah Tipton,
Genter,
Milosek,
Phillips,
and
Rosemeier. That, along with the
obvious disappointment of
consecutive late-inning loses,
provided the Falcons with
added incentive to play well.
Buffalo's Ross doubled to
centerfield on the game's first
pitch, took third on a wild pitch
and scored on a single by Pace.
The Falcons responded with
three runs in the bottom of the
first to take a 3-Head.
Houle came on in relief for
Tipton at the start of the second
inning, and left the frame without giving up a hit. With the
bases loaded, Rosemeier hit a
liner to plate Machain, extending the lead to 4-1.
The Falcons used four runs in
the fourth to take an 8-1 advantage, and the two teams were
held in check until the sixth.
Houle, who had given up only
one hit through her first four
innings, succumbed to back-toback doubles to begin the
inning. BG held Nasti to a
ground out, but a Falcon error
on the next play allowed Pace to
score.
Two singles loaded the bases
for Jackie O'Brien, who followed
suit with one of her own, scoring two more runs. At the bottom of the sixth the Bulls had

pulled to within three runs, at 85. But Rosemeier, who had a
career-high four hits and three
RBls, recorded one of her three
doubles, that was followed by
Crystal Wilson's single and a
walk to Frantz that loaded the
bases.
A Kemahan grounder to second stopped Rosemeier from
adding to the lead, and LizTuza
hit into a fielder's choice to get
Wilson out at the plate. At last,
the Falcons capitalized on their
opportunities, as Maria Murphy
was hit by a pitch to score a run
and a Machain walk gave the
Falcons a 10-5 lead before
Buffalo could end the inning
As the Bulls came down to
their last three outs, the inning
that may have caused some BG
players to loose sleep the night
before finally befriended the
Falcons. After allowing a combined nine runs in the two previous seventh-innings, BG held
UB to two runs. And when it
came down to the final out,
Houle struckout Round on
three consecutive pitches to
provide the final margin.
"Our mindset is to win every
game, but sometimes reality
sets in. This game we really,
because it was our seniors' last
home game, and wanted leave
a lasting impression for them to
take," Voshell. "This did a lot for
our confidence. Now our goal is
just to finish strong, and we
believe we can do that."

TRACK, FROM PAGE 11

in the 800-meter run with a time
of 2:15.99. Freshman Valerie
Holland placed seventh in the
100-meter dash with a time of
12.97.
"We look really ready to go as
MAC starts to approach us," said
Sehmann. "Overall we're getting
there and we're making good
progress as a team and looking
good for the MAC." The MAC
championships are slated for
May 16.
The Falcons will travel to
Columbus for the Jesse Owens
Classic this weekend.

STAYING
AROUND
BG FOR THE

SUMMER???
THE BG NEWS
IS NOW
ACCEPTING
SUMMER
APPLICATIONS
FOR ALL
POSITIONS.
APPLICATIONS
CAN BE PICKED
UP AT 210 WEST
HALL AND ARE
DUE THIS
FRIDAY.

■
■
■
■
Ifyou travel Interstate 80 from

BG News welcomes your
ideas for future stories u0
•

Jesse Owens
Classic next
for harriers

Falcons get win
on Senior Day

Buckeye football
player suspended
By Rusty Miller

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

MAY 3, 2002.

Mew Yorfc City tP Sai Francisco,
(ff% how many states will you
■
pass through)

Call us at 572-6965

Call Before you leave for Break

00-582-3577 Call Today!

round
you absolutely, positively want a better wage
New & Improved Benefits:
• Raises every 90 days
for the 1st year!
• New & Improved
Tuition Assistance!
• Medical and Dental
Benefits!
• Full-Time Package
Handler Opportunities!
• Paid Vacations!

5 Shifts to
Choose From
♦ Night (Midnight to 5:OOam)
Mon-Fri Night $10.00/hr
♦ Sunrise (3:OOam to 8:00am)
Tues-Sat
$10.00/hr
♦ Day (2:OOpm to 7:OOpm)
Mon-Fri
$8.50/hr
♦ TWilight (7:OOpm to 11:30pm)
Mon-Fri
$8.50/hr
♦ Preload (3:00am to 8:00am)
Tues-Sat
$10.00/hr

T

j^

$100 New Hire Bonus
after your first 80 hours

Offers
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

3-5 Hrs., 5 Days A Week
Tuition Assistance
Weekly Pay
No Union Dues
Starting at $8.50-$10.00
Raise After Every 90 Days

-:• -►.

Ground

650 S. Reynolds Road
Toledo, OH 43615
(7 mile north of Airport Hwy.)
1-800-582-3577 Call Today

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

H
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Personals

Wanted

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Learn a skill for lite. Take PEG 157
Western Horsemanship. Check us
out 0 Sandersonstables.com

Need Arts & Sci. graduation ticket
$$ Brandon O 353-4652

Bartenders needed. Earn up to $250
per day. No exp necessary
Call (866)291-1884 ext 423.

Northern Ohio Girls Camp seeks
outdoor enthusiasts 18 or over
from mid June to mid August.
Competitive salaries.
www.girlscoutseneshores.org

Need graduation tickets
Will pay
352-2198

Top 5 myths
about preparing
for finals
5) I will retain more
information by
Sleeping with books
under my pillow.
4) If I bring my
lucky pencil, it
may actually give
me some answers
3) Studying will
actually help.
2) Reviewing
old exams will
be a good
preparation for

Term paper, internet course work,
and research assistance by a professional librarian. Help foreign students too. Fast & efficient service.
Call 1/740/532-6280 or fax
1/740/532-4420.

DANCE MARATHON
Wrap-up Overall,
Wednesday, May 1,2002
at 9:15pm in the
Bowen-Thompson Student Union
•2002 Video Shown*
DANCE MARATHON

Work for the NEWS
The BG News Is now accepting
applications for summer and fall
semesters. Applications are
available In 204 West Hall.
Deadline: Friday May 3

Services Offered
Need a computer
Past credit problems ok
Low monthly payments
Write tor application to:
James A. Robertson
1218 119th Street
College Point. NY 11356
Worried about pregnancy?
Get Tested
354-4673 BG Pregnancy Center

the final
1) Going to
finals drunk
will absorb the
initial shock.

Personals
$250 a night potential.
Bartending. Training provided.
1 -800-293-3985 ext 626.

See what's new
in the news!!

O0OO0OO

ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS
Do you have a summer job?
Is it related to your
major/career goals?
Come and see i( you
qualify for COOP 050
a NO-COST transcript notation.
Lend credibility to your employment.
Co-op & Internship Program
Co-op 310 SS Bldg 372-2461 details
Gltti trom the Heart
Hand crafted items
Home decor gifts.
BG. WOODLAND MALL

New
Must See!

Interested in learning to FENCE?
The BGFC meets every Mon .
6:30pm and Wed., 7pm lor
instruction, recreation, or competitive fencing in 221 Eppler North.
Equipment provided!

Wanted

M7 Vi7 \X? vJX M? >J7

Carty Studio Apartments
-Ideal for the serious student
or grad student
-Fully Furnished
-High speed internet
access available
-$395 00 one person
-$495 00 two people
- All utitilites included
-Long & short term leases
available
-25m TV included with
75 channels and HBO
(additional S20 monthly lee)
-Near campus

Special
only

1 Subleaser needed lor summer.
Pets allowed. $200/month OBO.
Call Kyle 352-9143
Fall & Spring subleaser. F., $249 &
util. Own bedrm, bathroom, close
campus. Call Ashley 8352-9815.
Need graduation tickets lor
Saturday, 1 pm ceremony.
WILL PAY! 419-354-8580

$2.50
f

from 6:30*ro - Htm

A\
2 eggs.
\ \ I 2 bacon or 2 sausages,
'2 pancakes or toast, and
homefries or
coffee

352.7365

Week Days between 10-4
354.3182
After Hours and weekends

Needed: extra graduation tickets.
1 pm ceremony.
Mike 419-353-1983

021 S Ma.nSl -352 0123

Summer Work
Available

SERVERS
BIG SUMMER CASH!!!!

Now accepting for summer employment at
Landerhaven. and for several exciting events.

Top Competitive Wages

Looking ror motivated, energentic, friendly people.
Call Sam at 1-800-636-8771 for more details.
■''■

Hurry!

Executive Caterers at
Landerhaven
6111 Landerhaven Drive
Cleveland, OH 44124

Internships & Scholarships
awarded
up to $6,850
Valuable work experience
Excellent income
Enjoyable work atmosphere
Flexible schedules
Increase your people skills
Increase your resume value
Team atmosphere
Flexible start dates
$368-S15007week

Happy Hour: 3-9pm $2.25i 33oz mugs
$3.25 33oz mugs after 9pm
135 N. Main 353-6912

Call (419) 539-7204
or 1-800-809-9006
(Toledo)
Start Work Soon...

Jf

ursday
LADIES NIGHT
with LT

Frida\

,

(DJ from

ACOUSTIC JAM

Sugarbuzz)

with

Mixed Drinks:

Jeremy Culpepper

S1.25

Every Wednesday

Draft Beer

fa110pm

Specials!

Call 353-5006

>

for more info

Level Propane now hiring for summer in the 7 state surrounding
area. Up to $1500Aveek. Make
your own hours. Gain sales experience Opportunity for advancement
Interviews Wed.. May 1,12-4 in
Career Services Register at
(800)553-8353 ext. 6175.

Female subleaser needed for
summer and tall '02. Hillsdale
Apartments. Contact Annie
Leitch at 353-1752.

PLAY SPORTS! HAVE FUN! SAVE
MONEY! Top boys sports camp in
Maine counselors to coach all
sports: tennis, basketball, baseball,
roller hockey, water-sports, rockclimbing, biking, golf. Have a great
summer (888)-844-8080 apply at

I need Arts & Sciences
graduation tickets. I'll pay $■
Paul ® 353-4551.

Help Wanted
All Students
2002 Summer Expansion
Any major. Work FT/PT w/flex hrs.
$14.15 base - appt No exp. nee.,
we train. Great resume builder. No
telemktg/no door to door. Scholarships/co-ops, conditions exist.
Call 419-874-1327. 9a-5p
www.eamparttime.com
Associate Coordinator
Headwear Division
Factory Direct International (FDI) is
an accessory/apparel design and
manufacturing company supplying
specialty retail stores such as American Eagle, Aeropostale, and many
more. We are seeking a highly motivated and proactive individual to fill
a full-time Associate Coordinator position in our Headware Division. This
position assists with project management, including supporting team
members in responding to customer
needs, product tracking, inventory
control, and other department supporting tasks as needed. Must have
the ability to thrive in a fast paced,
rapidly changing and growing, entrepreneurial environment. We offer
competitive wages and excellent
benefits. FDI is an equal opportunity
employer. Please e-mail resume to:
tmilleraidizone.com by 5/13/02.

SALES
IF YOU HAVE THOUGHT ABOUT
GOING INTO INSURANCE SALES
OR THE FINANCIAL PLANNING
INDUSTRY (IN THE CLEVELAND
AREA), YOU MUST CONSIDER
THE FOLLOWING BEFORE
MAKING YOUR FINAL DECISION:
WANTED: All sales professionals
and recent college graduates who
are outgoing, service-driven, selfmotivated individuals with a competitive nature. Must be goal-oriented
and have a sense of urgency. Inside/outside sales.
YOU: Think outside the box, have
exceptional communication skills,
professional appearance and the
ability to build professional relationships.
ENJOY:
Competitive Compensation Package, Bonuses, Incentive Trips,
Medical/Dental, 401K, Comprehensive Training Program,
Qualified Lead Assistance
FAX YOUR RESUME TO:
MICHAEL BODIS (440) 234-9690
$250 a day potential.
Bartending. Training provided
1-800-293-3985 ext 541.
"Miscellaneous summer help
around apartments 4 houses
Call 353-0325

De Si Serna
On Man Jam

ATTENTION STUDENTS
MOLTEN CORP.
436 N. ENTERPRISE ST.
IMMEDIATE HIRE!
AISO HIRING FOR SUMMER
SEMESTER
Part Time
Less than one block from Campus
S6/HR. STARTING PAY
3 shifts available:
A Shift: 7:00a m.-10:00a.m.
B Shift: 10:00a.m.- 1:00 p.m.
C Shift: 1:00pm-4:00 p.m.
Possibility of working 2 1/2 hours
and getting paid for 3!
354-8802 or 354-8703
Summer Child C:ire Needed in our
Perrysburg home for 3 yr old plus
infant. 2-3 days per wk., 4 hrs each
day. Early childhood edu. or related
major preferred Call Ann Marie O
419-874-0878
SUMMER JOBS
Cleveland Area
WAREHOUSE
SHIPPING/RECEIVING
LIGHT ASSEMBLY
1st Shift (7 15am-3:45pm)
Shipping/Receiving
1st Shift (6:15am-2:45pm)
Product on
2nd Shift (4 00pm-12:30am)
InterDesIgn, Inc.
30725 Solon Ind Pkwy
Solon. OH 44139 or call
(440) 248-0178
email:
siobs ©jnterdesignusaxorri
EOE
Housekeepers Wanted
Competitive pay Apply in person
Days Inn Maumee
150 Dussel Dr.
Summer work!!
16-20 hours a week.
Must work weekends and holidays
$7/hr.
Renhill Staffing Services
353-1540
VAN DRIVER - part-time, summer
position. Provide transportation to
and Irom social service agency.
Must be between the ages 21 and
65. posses a valid Ohio drivers
license and an excellent driving
record. Salary $7.69 per hour. Submit cover letter and resume to lotis@crc.wcnet.org or Children's Resource Center, PO Box 738,
Bowling Green, OH 43402.
Wanted
Cheerleading Coach for local middle
school Needed lor 02/03 school
year and 7/8 Volleyball Coach for
the 02/03 season. Contact AD a
Eastwood Mddle School 287-3218.
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...Congratulations on
finding the job!
Happy Graduation
Mikey!...
You are finally
engaged...

INTIRYI^

Brewster's
Weekly Line Up

BOwiiNanRifN

Hotel Front Desk
Full or Part-time nights only
Must be outgoing and like
Meeting people. Flexible hours
Competitive pay. Apply in person:
Days Inn - Maumee 150 Dussel Dr.

353-5100

Wanted Arts 4 Sciences
Graduating tickets will pay.
Call Mark 353-1025.

GENERAL STAFF: News reporters.
Features writers, Arts 4 Life reporters, Sports reporters, Columnists,
Photographers, Designers. Graphic
Artists, and Copy editors

©ST\ ^^ fi\ A\ /T\ £tN

$325-345/month

APPLY NOWI

ASSISTANT EDITORS: Assistant
News Editor-Campus, Assistant
News Editor-City, Assistant Arts 4
Life Editor-Lifestyles, Assistant Arts
4 Life Editor-Entertainment, Assistant Opinion Editor, Assistant Sports
Editor, Assistant Presentation Editor-Graphics, Assistant Presentation
Editor-Photo, Assistant Presentation
Editor-Design, Assistant Copy Chief

Health 4 Fitness
We are seeking an enthusiastic, outgoing individual who has good communication skills and a take charge
attitude. Full 4 part time positions.
Front desk, trainers, aerobics.
Apply in person at:
The St James Club
7337 W. Bancroft
Toledo. OH

Available May 1 or Aug.
Own bedroom w/individual lease
W/O, microwave, Resort-style
pool & Jacuzzi, 24 hour computer
lab, 24 hr litness center,
24 hr. billiards room.
Furnished or unfurnished

Subleaser needed ASAP. Only
S250/mo .elec. Now-Aug.
Call 419-422-7709

AVAILABLE POSITIONS:

Full time sitter needed in my BG
home. Must be athletic and love outdoor activities, and have own transportation Call 352-4286 after 7p.m.

ROOMMATE WANTED

For more Information, contact
Robert Bortel, BG News adviser
at rbortelObgnet.bgsu.edu

EDITORS: Managing Editor, News
Editor. Arts & Life Editor, Features
Editor, Opinion Editor, Sports Editor,
Presentation Editor, Copy Chief and
Recruitment/Public Relations Editor

Movie Theatre
Catch all the new releases!
Adult $5.25- $5.75
B.G. WOODLAND MALL

Ron!reduced
Call ASAP
353-1175

' w/ coupon

'You're the best friend 1 coutd
ever fiave. I can't wait to
marry you.

2%2

I iove you Kflren.
w/ coupon

It's your last chance to publicly recognize or
embarass your friends! May 7th is the final
BG News of the 2001/2002 school year!

©©
OFF

With Coupon
Display Personal
Ads Only
Expires 5-4-02

BG News • 204 West Hall • 372-6977 • Bursarable

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Summer money. Have fun in the sun
& earn between S3000-S5000 hiring
housepainters/foremen. Call (886)
277-9787 or collegepro.com.

SUMMER LEARN-TO-SWIM
INSTRUCTORS WANTED
Student Recreation Center
Call 2-7482 tor mote information

For Rent

The Daily Crossword Fix /
brought to you by

Work lor the NEWS
The BG Newt Is now accepting
applications for summer and fall
semesters. Applications are
available In 204 West Hall.
Deadline: Friday May 3
For more information, contact
Robert Bortel, BG News adviser
at rbortel@bgnet.bgsu.edu
APPLY NOW!

For Sale
1989 Chevy Cavalier Station wagon
Low mileage. Must sell ASAP! Call
Marina 353-9545 Urgent!!
'84 4 wheel drive GMC Suburban.
$3000.
Call 372-8224 if interested.
'89 Honda 6-cyl Goldwing motorcycle. 37K (99% hwy.) mi., CB,
hitch, one owner. 419-352-5343.

AVAILABLE POSITIONS:
EDITORS: Managing Editor. News
Editor, Arts & Life Editor, Features
Editor. Opinion Editor, Sports Editor.
Presentation Editor, Copy Chief and
Recruitment/Public Relations Editor
ASSISTANT EDITORS: Assistant
News Editor-Campus. Assistant
News Editor-City. Assistant Arts &
Life Editor-Lifestyles. Assistant Arts
& Life Editor-Entertainment. Assistant Opinion Editor, Assistant Sports
Editor. Assistant Presentation Editor-Graphics, Assistant Presentation
Editor-Photo. Assistant Presentation
Editor-Design, Assistant Copy Chief
GENERAL STAFF: News reporters,
Features writers. Arts & Life reporters, Sports reporters. Columnists.
Photographers. Designers. Graphic
Artists, and Copy editors

Kegger-Raider for sale $200 080
353-4652. Impress your friends,
save beer money.

606 1/2 E. Wooster. 2 bdrm upper
duplex. Across St. from campus.
Ideal for 2-4 people. $700/mo.
419-868-1587

Moving Sale
Couch, bed, 2 dressers
353-2198

For Rent
"1-4 Bdrm houses. 1 or 2 bdrm
apts Single rooms for male students. 9 or 12 month leases. All
near campus. 353-0325, 9am-9pm

800-810-4332

BUCKEYE
SELF - STORAGE

•-Quiet!
■tocra/ options to choose from:

606 E. Wooster 2 bdrm lower duplex. Across st. from campus. Lg.
living & bdrm. $850/mo.
419-868-1587.
818 & 822 Second St 2 BR apts,
balcony/patio. AC. laundry $500.00
• gas&elec.. 12 mo lease starting
8/18/02 Steve Smith 419-352-8917
or 419- 308- 2710.
1. 2 & 3 Bedroom Apartments
9 4 12 month leases
352-7454

•Near Campus
•Low Rates
•Open 24 Hours
•Summer Leases
•Clean
•Many Sizes

Jay Mar

Don't Make Extra Work
Leave Your "Things"!

—TJl1' Hitjhh'Hdt-

tw'

The Homestead-

Summe,
Storage!

I & 2 hrdmoins Irimi SSIII mo

Additional Sile:
• II I Suimnii Si. II,,,,.,

Furn. room w/ restroom, freedom of
house. Must be clean, neat 4 resp.
$300 mo./$300 dep. 354-6117.

PRICES REDUCEDI
534 A S College- 3 BR Duplex, 11/2
Baths. AC Avail. May 25, $800/mo
534 B S. College- 3 BR Duplex. 1
1/2 Baths, AC. Avail. May 25 5800
316 Ridge Front- Lg 2 BR Duplex
Avail May 30 $650/mo.
316 Ridge Rear-1 BR Duplex Avail.
May 17. $345/mo.
Please call EyeCon Enlerprises. Ltd
At (419) 354-4426 or
(419) 352-2330 or (419) 354-2854

^T Who has two
swimming pools?
MUOOISJM

03BJM1 dojqiuifY, jjwsuy

Call Today to
Reserve Unit:
j oo2-

U333 1520

3. Who has air
conditioned apartments?

Winthrop and Summit
Terrace Apartments
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1 Lath
2 Aura
3 Wide-mouthed jar
4 Arm joint
5 Ventilate
6 Joint
7 Ballerina skirt
8 Store
9 Mined mineral
10 Norse
11 Time zone (abbr)
19 Pig pen
21 TV network
23 Pig noise
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11
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25 Long dress
26 One
27 Not any
28 Pace
29 Edible tern
30 One who copies
32 Owed
33 Stops
39 Hearing organ
40 High card
42 Gene or Emmett
44 Foe
46 Inside
47 Edge of street
49 Adams or Bnckell
50 Boring
51 Egg center
52 Otter
53 Poem
54 Base
56 Succumb

ACROSS
t Her
4 Direction
8Morse_
12 Rule
13 Stead
14 Dry
15 Beer
16 Unruly child
17 Penny
18 Statue trunk
20 Many
22 Duo
24 Started
28 Bide
31 March date
34Yoko
35 Faucet

36 Sister
37 Earn
38 Before (poetic)
39 Managed
40 Bet
41 Fur garment
43 Dry. as wine
45 Clampton
48 Poor
52 Cotton seed pod
55 Naked
57 Two
58 Hero
59 Slim
60 Sick
61 Damp
62 Wapiti
63
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Upstairs at:

9:00-10:30
5$ Cover

352-9135
400 Napoleon Rd.

104 S. Main • 353-0988
18 & Over

For Rent

For Rent

For Rent

HEY GP.AD STUDENTS!!!
Sublease 3 room efficiency MayAug 02 or stay til Aug 03 S2B5/mo
326 N. Main Call 353-0487 NOW!

12 mo. leases starting 5/18/02
322 E. Court -1 Br-$400 incl all util.
402 1/2 E Court-Effic -$330.+util
12 mo leases starting B/20/02
415 E. Court »A 1 Br-$340.+util.
424 S Summit-1 1/2 Br-$440.-fUtil.
Steve Smith 419-352-8917
or 419-308-2710

Suhieaser needed for Fall 02 - May
03. 1 bdrm., Irg. krtch., trg. bdrm &
fiving rm. 610 N. Mam. 353-3467

One bdrm unfurn. grad students
208 S Grove
Avail Aug 352-3445

Avail. Aug 15. 2 bdrm apt. furnished'
3 blks from univ. $400 mo plus util.
419-686-4651

New 2 bdrm units avail, now or fall
rental Located across Irom BGSU
on Merry St. lor 12 mo'unturn $550
furnished $625. 9 mo/unfurn $650.
furnished $725. tor more information
Call 419-352-5111.

We still have a few one and two
bdrm. apts. for spring and tall
Winthrop and Summit Terrace Apts
352-9135.

Work
for the
The BG News is now accepting
applications for summer and fall
semesters. Applications are available in
204 West Hall. Deadline: Friday May 3
For more information.
contact April Elliott. BG News editor at
aprille@bgnet.bgsu.edu

Sat 11 2:30 am

Finals Week Specials
LARGE

PrllA

Cheese t

$7"
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$2
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$1.00 oca
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Open Mic Night
18 & OverNo Cover Charge

PROUD SPONSOR OF BCSU ATHLETICS

1015 N. Main Hours: Sun MM 11-1:30 am Thurs

Bread

a

for lease information call:

353-BGSU /^

Pizza

»
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2. Who has free
campus shuttle service?

siuopi'^ay j-jeuoi doii|ltiiAr> '<w.uv

We Invite You
To See The Difference!
354-6036
130 K. Washington
9:00-4:00

•
''

2 bdrm turn, or unfurnished apts.
724 6th St. 705 7th St. $460/mo -1
yr. lease $525/mo - school yr.
lease Call 354-0914

Great 3 bdrm. house for young couple in small town 10 mm. from campus. Call 823-1047 or 308-3003.
K & K PROPERTIES
Available In May
403 S. Grove St - 1 bedrm
305 S Main St. - 3 bedrm
335 W Merry Ave - 2 bedrm
625 N Main St - 5 bedrm
630 Elm St - 5 bedrm
Available In August
405 S. Grove St • 1 bedrm
521 Pike St-24 1 bedrm
801 N. Main St- 5 bedrm
829 Fifth St - 2 bedrm
Call or stop for a complete list
419-353-APTS (2787)
1135 N. Main St. BG

plus bonus and benefits
after 90 days.
Call anytime, 24 hrs.,
voice mail available

• Ample Barking

230 S. College. Lg. 2 bdrm house
w/yard. One block from campus
W/D hookup Perfect for 3-4 people
$725/mo. 419-868-1587

3 BR house w/2 baths, a/c, appliances include WSD. 1/2 block from
campus available Aug. 3rd. No pets$850/mo ♦ util. 354-7237

Part time office
positions, available in
pleasant office near
Southwyek Mall.
Shift hours arc
5:30pm-9pm $8.25/hr

• Our ♦ Tu<» Bedrooms

222 S College. Lg. 2 bdrm house
1 block from campus. Free heat and
water. Perfect tor 3-4 people
$725/mo. 419-868-1587

97 Mercury Sable 4 dr sedan New
brakes, ps, locks, windows. Low
miles. Great cond Asking S8100.
419-457-6758.

$250 HIRING BONUS

• Convleni Laundn Faciliiici

2 bedroom apartment.
$415
419-352-5308
2002-03 2 bdrm at Georgetown
Manor, 800 Third St. Free heat, water, ♦ sewer. 1 bdrm at 616 2nd St
Call 419-354-9740 for more info.

S6000 352-5255

2 Bdrm townhouse available
immediately. $750 + util Perfect
lorgrads/faculty. 3520386

•Well Maintained & Spacious

avail, starting 5/15
next yr.) $485/mo
incl. Contact Elena
cell 419-308-2059.

234 S College. 2 bdrm house. Lg.
living rm. and yard. One block from
campus. Ideal for 2-4 people.
$650/mo. 419-868-1587.

'93 Honda Del Sol Blue.
perfect condition. Must sell.

1 bedoom apartment across Irani
campus $350 • utilities Available
August. 1 year lease 419-787-7577.

CUSTOMER
SERVICE

2 bdrm. apt
(summer or
Gas 4 cable
353-8316 or

AVAILABLE POSITIONS:
EDITORS: Managing Editor, News Editor, Arts & Life Editor, Features
Editor. Opinion Editor, Sports Editor, Presentation Editor, Copy Chief and
Recruitment/Public Relations Editor
ASSISTANT EDITORS: Assistant News Editor - Campus, Assistant News
Editor - City, Assistant Arts\£ Life Editor - Lifestyles, Assistant Arts &
Life Editor - Entertainment, Assistant Opinion Editor, Assistant Sports
Editor, Assistant Presentation Editor - Graphics, Assistant Presentation
Editor - Photo, Assistant Presentation Editor - Design, Assistant Copy
Chief
GENERAL STAFF: News reporters, Features writers, Arts & Life reporters,
Sports reporters, Columnists. Photographers, Designers, Graphic Artists
and Copy editors

